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'Nowswo
The Economy...
... Noticeable Rise In Some Incomes
Who are Calloway County's affluent?
How many local families qualify for
inclusion in the nation's "income
elite?"
With the vast economic changes that
have occurred in the last few decades -
the cost of living going skyward, in-
4-comes on .the_rise.._ uneffIR_IcIr_Dent at
record highs - how many have come
out ahead?
According to a.study by the Con-
ference Board, a non-paktisan fact-
finding agency, the living standards of
the average American have just about
doubled since the end of -World AVar-11,-
"In no other comparable period of
time in the nation's history," it states,
-did we experience a change of such -
magnitude."
And, although a disconcertingly large
number of families still live at the
poverty level or below," the great .
majority have participated in the.
improvement.
In Calloway- Mindy; -iteirtitog. th.`".
data compiled by the Marketing
Economics Institute here, there are
now some 950 households over the
$25,000 level. Of the total, 770 have
incomes of $25,000 to POPO and
another 180 have incomes above
$50,000.
They representcj.1 percent of all local
households, considerably more than in
earlier years. '
In just the short span since 1970, for
example, there has been a noticeable
rise in the top income population. At.
that time the ratio wa 2.1 percent, as
determined by a Corimerce Depart-
17ifI1t survey.
The Conference Board in its report,
entitled "The Society of the Affluent,"
notes that 'only 11 million of the nation's
families have incomes that place them
in; the top 20 percent 4They account,
however, for more than 40 'percent of
the country's buying power.
In 1965 the top 20 percent numbered
9.6 nithion families. They earned a
minimum of $19,800, measured- In
today's purchasing power.
The multi-paycheck revolution, so-
called, explains the sharp increase in
theaumber of families in the high in-
Crime categories, it states.
41,
On the strength of the Conference
Board's overall findingsa_it isesttmated
that abourree-feurths of Calloway;
County's elite incornefamilies -have at
least two paychecks coming in and that
only about 22 percent have a single
earner. „ ' •
. . . Nationwide, Inflation Takes Toll
By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) - De!icits,
devaluations, food prices, inIported oil
and a government that can't ,say no -,,
all are said-at one time or another to be
the cause of inflation.
At the moment, food prices are
getting most of the heat, after in-
creasing 2.4 percent since the beginning
of the year. The decline in the value of
the dnibir is getting Arne _o_f_the blame, 
too.
But the fact is that all the other
commonly cited causes contribute to
the upward price spiral, which is
showing. signs of getting worse.
Inflation has been a probletn for
Americans since 1968, when prices
increased 4.7 percent. The worst year
was 1974, when prices rose 12.2 percent.
While there is no single caw of in-
flation, these factors play a part:
-Labor negotiations. As prices rise,
workers ask more. money - and thlt
extra cost is passed on in still higher
prices.
-Government policy. Inflation is not
the only consideration, and some
decisions are made in spite of, not
because of, their effect on inflation.
-Deficit spending. Higher govern-
ment spending puts more money into
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Mostly sunny and mild today.
High in` the upper 60s. Clear and
cool tonight. Lows in the low 40s.
Thursday sunny and a little
warmer. Highs around 70.
-Devaluating. As the_ value of U.S.
currency drOps in comparison with
foreign money,, imports cost more,
nether they are finished goods or. the
raw material of domestic products.
More specifically:
LABOR NEGOTIATIONS Labor
Unions are demanding wage increases
averaging 8 percent a year because.
prices have been increasing -6 percent
-and the unions feel entitled to another 2
percent for gains in worker produc-, 
tivity. But then businessmen raise
prices 6 percent because of the wage
hikes.
The administration hopes to unwind for coal Tillers of 39 percent over the
the -difficult .wage-price spiral by next three years -and is- clearly. An-
convincing business and labor leaders flationary, administration officials say
they should hold down future price and _ privately. But they saw noalternative it
wage increases. . . the long strike was to be ended.
At best, the administration thinks 0.5 A dilenuna for the government is thatpercent can by trimmed from the in- it sometimes must, or thinks it must,flation rate each year, whicti would still bow to demands or needs that add to in-leave inflation at about 4 percent in—Ratronary_pressures. Such was the c1983• .
•
: -
POLICY - The coal industry con-
tract just ratified tiroVides-an example
of policy conflidts. The contract
provides for pay and benefit increases
with the Carter-backed increase in he
minununi wage from the present .30
to /13 35 by 1911L_
See INFLATION, -
Page 6-A, Column 4
Meeting To Outline Potential
For Douglass Community Project
• Murray Planning Commission
members and other interested citizens
will meet on Thursday, March 30, at 7
p.m. ,111 the Doughisa Community
Center to discuss the possibilities of
Murray participating in the federal
Community Development Program.
On-,hand to discuss aspects of the
program will be Randy Grief, com-
*unity development director of
Paducah and Jim Martin, city thanfiger
"of Fulton. According ,to Murray City
Planner Steve Zea, the two will
-describe what their communities have
done with community development
funds.
"Tho# importance of citizen par-
ticipation will be explained and a draft
copy of a written citizen participation
plan will be reviewed," Zea said.
A meeting of the Community
Development Advisory Committee,
which is expected to be recommended
to the Murray Common Council for
appointment by.- Melvin Henley, is
tentatively slated for April 3.
"It is very important that the citizens
of-Murray iinitr-and-get involved in this
year's application process," Zea said.
"City officials feel that we can develop
a good comprehensive program and
that any involvement by citizens will
prove to HUD that the citizens of the
city of Murray are committed to im-
proving their housing and en-
vironmental standards with the use of
federally obtainable funds,"
Math, Science Fair Set April 1
More than 1,200 elementary, juniOr.
high and high school students from 2I
West Kentucky counties and three in
West Tennessee are expected to
compete Saturday, April 1,- in tOle
nual Murray ',State University
Mathematics and Science Fair. _
This year's 'fair, expected to en-
compass more than 600 exhibits in six
scientific areas, will be held for the
third consecutive year in the new West
Kentucky' livestock and Exposition
• Center on the university's agricultural
laboratory farm one mile west of the
campus.
Individual and group awards-
embossed medallions - will be given by--
__the university to top winners in each of
six competitive categories - biology,
chemistry, earth science, geography,
mathematics and physics.
In addition, "best of show" awards
will be given for each category on each
of • the students' levels, elementary',
junior high and high school.
A Grand Award also is given each
year for the project judged the most
outstanding of the entire fair. Last
year, this was won by Brian Potts, a
Paducah Tilghman High School senior,
with h4 earth scienee_stuslY-
fossilized spores.
The winner of the Grand Award also
represents the region in the Inter-
national Science and Engineering Fair,
to be held this year in Annheim,
California, May 9 through 14. The grand
award winner's teacher also will be
given a trip to the international fair
along with his or her winning student.
A number of West Kentucky
businescs and organizations have
provided special awards to be
presented to winners '4n-- specific
categories. These include:
The Bank of Murray, Peoples Bank,
Hutson Chemical, Vanderbilt
Chemical, Fisfier-Price Toys and the
Optimist Club, all of Mtirray.
Also, the Pepsi Cola and Coca Cola
Bottling Companies and Petter Supply
Co. of, Paducah: Penwalt Corp. and B.
F. Goodrich, CalverrOty; and West-
vaco Paper Company, Wickliffe.
The public is invited to view, the
exhibits from 12 noon-until the awards
ceremony begins at 2:30 p.m.
Directing the fair again this year will
be George (Nick) Britt, Jr., an
assistant professor in the Department,
of Mathematics. He is being assisted by
faculty members and graduate
students in the College of Environ-
-mental Scienees at the university. _ _
TOURING THEATRE PRODUCTION -- Two menitters of the Actors
Theatre of Louisville cast for "The Lion in Winter" are shown during a scene
from the production, which will play at Murray State University on Friday
evening March 31. They are Jeanne Cullen, who plays the role of the Fren-
ch princess Alais, and Michael Kevin, who plays Henry IL The curtain goes
up at 8 p.m. in the University Theatre in the Price Doyle fine Arts Center.
Tickets are $2.50 each and will be on sale at the box office beginning at 7
p.m. No seats are reserved.
ATL Will Perform
'Lion In Winter'Here
Actors Theatre of Louisville ( ATL)
will present James Goldman's powerful
and brilliant comedy-drama entitled
"The Lion in Winter" at Murray State
University on Friday evening, March
31,
To begin at 8 p.m. in the University
Theatre of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, the production is part of ATL's
nnual state tour and will play in more
than 16 Kentucky cities during a three-
week period.
"The Lion in Winter" is the colorful,
humorousand true story of the conflict
among King Henry 1.1 of England, his
powerful queen, Eleanor of Aquitaine,
and their three sons as each strives to
aavance his own interests in the im-
minent choosing of Henry's successor.
Henry himself favors the youngest
son, John. Eleanor favors Richard, the
# ,
Geoffrey, the third son, contrives to _
play both ends against each other to
emerge with the crown for himself.
The play premiered in New York in
1 966. and went on to beeome a smash hit
in New .York and London, as well as a
very successful movie production
featuring Katharine Hepburn as
Eleanor, a role for which she won her
third Academy, Award.
When first presented by ATL in 1971,
Dudley Saunders, drama .critic of the
Louisville limes, described the show as
"a brawling, gutripping, belly-laughing
production. ..told in electric dialogue
that alternates swiftly, unexpectedly
between painful drama -and boistermis
comedy." • .
Michael Hawkins, current director of
ATL's Apprentice and Intern Company,
is the show's director. Members o( the
Cast represent both familiar and pew
faces to the statewide audience. They
are: - • , .
Michael Kevin as Henry; Adale
O'Brien as Eleanor; Jeanne Cullen -in
the role of the French princess Alais:
Howard Lee Sherman as Richard the
Lionhearted; Brian Lynner. in the role
of Geoffrey; Gian Paul Morelli as John;
and Dennis Predovic as King ?hi/1p of
France.
All, was designated the State
Theatre of Kentucky in 1974. Its to
are supported by local SpOnsors and a
grant from the KentUckY -Arts Com-
mission.
Tickets for "The Lion in Winter"
production at Murray State will be on
sale for $2.50 each at the deer, with the
box office to 'open at 7 p.m. Season-
theatre tickets are also good forothe,
show. There are no reserved seats.
Nanny, Murray Postmaster Since 1963, Retires
By JO BURKEEN
Local Scene Editor
Lester Glenn Nanny said "we hope to
do some traveling, enjoy our children
and grandchildren, and work with the
church, civic, and political
organizations for the good of the-
community since My retirement as
postmaster of Murray effective as of
Nov. 26, 1977."
Nanny has been on disability service
since having surgery on his right knee
at the Veterans Hospital in Louisville in
February 1977.- This was related to one
of the many shell fragment wounds he
sustained while serving with the U. S:
Army in World War 11.
The Murray man received shell
fragments in both legs, shoulders, neck,
and many other places while serving as
forward observer for the Armored
Field Artillery in the North African
campaign in April 1943. He spent 26
months in ‘a , hospital in North Africa
and the general hospital at Valley
Forge, Pa., before being discharged in
May 1945. He was one of the first from
Callow_ay County_to receive the Silver 
Star and Purple Heart for his war
service. He had entered the service in
February 1941 prior to the United States
officially entering World War II with
LISTER NANNY
the invasion of Pearl Harbor on Dec 7.
1941.
Nanny was elected with no opposition
as Calloway County Court Clerk in
August 1945 and took office in Januar
1946. He was reelected to the position in
the 1949 election and served through
December 1953 choosing not to run for
the office again. He returned to school
at Murray State University on the Gl
Bill benefits taking business courses
and working part-time for Bethel
Richardson, Certified Public
Accountant.
From 1956-4n 1963 Nanny was the
office and sales Manager for the Hutson
Chemical Company. He was appointed
to his positipn as postmaster of Muria
in March 1963 succeeding Harry I Sledd
who had retired about a year before.
During the interval between the
retirement .of Sledd _and the ap-
pointment of Nanny, Ed Fenton and
Van Valentine were the acting post-
masters. .
"The volume of mail increased
tremendously during my service as
.. postmaster," Nanny said. As the
population of the city and county grew,
ssed his deep ap-
present and past
post office that-he-has
ughout his -tenure of
oyal support, and to
ay and Calloway
ir siipport. and
is a member of the.
on of Postmasters
1 League of Post:-
,he number of rural routes and -city
routes increased. In 1963 there was only
five city routes and when he retired the
number had increased to _elevert.-- The
rural routes have increased frcfm -six to
eight routes. Nanny said, however, the
number . of clerks working in the













The retired po4naster grew up-with
his brothers an -sisters at the farm
home of his prirels, the late Mr. and
Mrs. Will Natny dn Mayfield Highway
121. One of brothers, John Nanny,
now operates tfis business on the former
location of the Nanny- farm home. ,
Lester played football at Murray
High Sch I where he graduated in the
class Or sf. tie as fiihrrittel to the liSt. afla ditae ifl
former Myra Sturdivant of Paris,
Tenn., on Nov. 6 1947, and now they
reside at 1569 Chaucer in Canterbury
Estates, Murray. They have, two sons:
Lester Glenn Nanny, Jr., a real estate
broker at Cherokee Village, Ark., who
is married to the former Phyllis Mit-
chell of Murray and has one daughter,
Lynn Ellen, age five; and Staff Sgt.
Stephen Gregg Nanny,, serving with the
Air Force at Lackland Air Force Base,
Texas, who is married to the former
Ann..Meekins -of Bossier City La., and
has one son, Gregg, Jr., age four.
-Nanny has served op the board of
directors and was past chairman of the
Calloway . County. Chapter of the
American Red Cross. He is a member
and past president of the Murray Lions
Club; active in the American Legion,
Veterans dt Foreign .Wars, and
Disabled American Veterans chapters
and posts in Calloway, County and also
on the state level; member of Murray.
Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons and other organizations of the
Masonic order including the Rizpah
Shrine Temple at Madisonville;'
member of the University Church of
County Democratic party prior to
becoming postmastef.
As Nanny continues in his retirement
' years, he said he hoped to be able to be
active in church, civic; political and
social life of the conununity; and when
- you consider the many facetsof life that
Lester, has. been engaged in from
playing and working the fields with his
family on the farm, playing football at
Murray High. fighting with the U.. S.
Army in North Africa, Z'onducting the
business of the. County Court Clerk,
selling fertilizer for Hutson Chemical,
posting entries for a public accountant,-
' planning the post office schedules, etc.,
we know that Nanny will, along with his
wife. Myra, enjoy his retirement for he
will think of many ways to.. serve the
community. .
In closing we /think of Mr Nanny
as lo the 104M-ring quote by John
Dryden, English. poet and author who
lived from 163/ to 170p7-"A foundation
of good sense; and a cultivation of
!earning., are required to give a
seasoning to retirement and make us
tagte 1T n es. gs.
•-•




Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Parker
of Murray Route Five are the
parents of a baby girl, Tanuny
Gail, weighing seven pounds
612 ounces, measuring 20'2
inches, born on Thursday,





age five. The father is self
employed as a farmer.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Kattie Parker and Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. Geurin, all of
Murray Route Five. Great
grandparents are Houston
Lax and Mrs. Lonnie
Eldridge, both of Murray.
Thursday Night Special










Bel-Air Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.
 Plan ._Tour State. Arkansas







Join the Weight Watchers I
PrograM and save $2.00 at I
your first meeting. You will I
pay $8.00 instead of $10.00.
Then only $4.00 al, week I.
tOereafter.
IT FEELS SO GOOD BEING SLIM AND WE WANT





• , • 4')
(Thus saving coupon is good anytime during April, 1978 in
Kentucky and Southern Indiana, Area No. 59
Extra coupons available in class
for your loved ones and friends
III 11111 11111 11111 11111 11111 11111 11111 11111
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tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314




Who will uncover the










































County Senior Citizens and the
Marshall County Senior
Citizens are planning a trip to
Eurka Springs, Ark., on June
28, 29, and 30. (three days and
two nights).
The group will leave from
Hardin's City Hall Tuesday,
June zs, at a time to be an-
nounced later.
The cost will be $93.00 per
person for four persons to a
room, $95.00 per person for
three persons to a room, and
$105.00 per person.for two to a
room. This price will include.
five meals, a Gray Line tour,
reserved tickets to the play,
The Last Two Weeks of
Christ's Life," reserved
tickets to a Western' Country
Music Jamboree, and the bus
fare.
Sub-Dtstnut 1 111 F To
Ileet. it Goshen Church
The Murray. Sub-District
United Methodist Youth
Fellowstiip will meet Thur-
sday, March 30, at seven p. m.
..at the Goshen United
Methodist Church, located on
Highway 121 North and High-
way 299 at Stella.
Officers are asked to come
at 6:30 p. m. for an executive
meeting prior to the general
program meeting of the
UMYF; a spokesman said.
Persons planning to go will
need to make a $25.00 deposit
with in the next two weeks and,
balance can be paid later.
Persons are asked to make the
check to Thelma Nanney,
Director of Hardin Senior
Citizens, and mail to Hardin
Senior Citizens, Harding City,
Hall, Hardin, Ky. 42048.
The Murray Senior Citizens
Van will provide tran-
sportation' for 12 senior





NEW CHAPTER — Fifty-five coeds from Murray State University will become members of Alpha Phi's newest
chapter, and its first collegiate chapter in Kentucky. Initiation and installation ceremonies will be April 1, 1978 for
—2ela Ye% eh-4)1er of Alpha Phi. Members-Of-the International Women's fraternity Executive Board will be taking
part in the ceremonies.
Iti I er',! )Senior Citizens




Second seminar on debated
issues Of testing and grading
will be held in Room 17,
Wrather Hall, Murray State
University, from three to five
p.m. For information call 762-
2335.
Murray State will Meet
North Dakota in a baseball
game at Reagan Field at three
p.m.
Saturday, April 1
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons
will meet at the lodge hall at
seven p.m.
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51
Free .and Accepted Masons is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
By CECILY BROWNSTONE






It makes a good relish-salad.





'2 medium cucumbers, pared
and thinly sliced ) 2
cups)
2 scallions, thinly sliced
In a shallow container stir to-
gether the vinegar, water, salt
and sugar. Mix in the cucum-
bers. Cover and chill. At
serving time, drain and
sprinkle with the scallion.
Makes 4 to 6 servings.
PRESENTS PROGRAM — Dr. Hal Houston presented
a slide presentation on 'Cosmetic Surgery" at the
meeting of the Kappa Department of the Murray
Woman's Club held'fin Tuesday, March 7, at the club
house. He,was ,assisted by Dr. Richard Blalock. They
were introduced by Linda Haverstock, program chair-
man. Jane Hopson, department chairman, presided
and the department voted to donate $25 to the Frank
Albert Stubblefield Memorial Scholarship Fund. Ap-
pointed to the nominating committee were JaneHall,
Paulette Hohman, Linda Haverstock, and Vicki Stark
Hostesses were Jane Babb, Sandy Coleman, Lashlee
Fostet Jean Hurt, Tonda West, and Renee Wynn.
Public slecture by U. S.
Senator Richard G. Lugar of
Indiana will be at 7:30 p.m. in
Mason Hall auditorium,
Muoray State, as a part of the
Harry Lee Waterfield Lecture
Series.
Recital by John Hancock,
horn, member of MSU music
faculty, will be in the old
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State, at
8:15 p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities . by the—Senior





will meet at the Goshen
Church at seven p.m. Officers
are asked to be present at 6:30
p.m.
Friday, March 31
Murray State baseball team
will play North Dakota at one
p.m. and Brown University at
three p.m. at Reagan Field.
Actor's Theatre of
Louisville will present "A Lion
In Winter" at eight p.m. in the
University Tbeaffe— of .the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State.
Fifth annual Murray State
Jazz Festival will include two
days of improvisation in
clinics and concerts with
admission fees being two
dollars for students and five
dollars for others for the
entire festival. A concert will
be at 7:30 p.m. today in the
student Center auditorium
with admission one dollar,
students, and three dollars,
OEM's.
Friday, March 31
Art exhibits of graphics by
Linda May Pierce, Paris, Tn.,
paintings by James
Alexander. Owensboro,
graphic designs by Linda
Catherine Mueth, St. Louis,
Mo., and sculpture by Joseph
W. Emery, Martin, Tn., will
open to the public at the Para
M. Eagle Gallery of Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University, and continue until
April 12.
Sattriday, April 1
Jazz Festival will cohttnue
at Murray State with a concert
at eight p.rfi. in the University
Theatre of the Fine Arts
Center, Murray State. Ad-
mission for concert will be one
dollar for students and three
dollars for others.
Murray WOman's Club will
hold its general meeting and
brunch at 9:30 a.m. at the club
house with Mike Gottfried,
new  rldurrav gat. football
coach, as guest speaker.
Check Our Prices
On Linoleum Carpet
rpet Et Floor Covering
Hand bookbinding
Workshop, sponsored by the
Kentucky Arts Commission
and Kentucky Eiidovrnent
the Arts, will be held from
nine a.m. to five p.m. in Room
411, Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University. An $8 fee
includes all costs.
Square and round 'dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Wranglers Riding Club will
have a potluck supper and
cake walk at the Hazel
Community Center at seven
p.m. Each family is asked to
bring a cake.
GUESTS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Franklin
Crotzer and children, Donna,
Steve, Karen, William,
Robert, Michael, and Cindy, of
Jeffersontown were the
weekend guests of her mother,
Mrs. B. W. Burkeen. Mr. and
Mrs. Richard James and
daughters, Lesia and Lori, of
Nashville, Tn., were also
guests in the homes of their
mothers, Mrs. Burkeen and
Mrs. Helen James.
SUBTLE SEDUCTION•with a brilliant touch of night dressing. The
loose peignoir has butterfly sleeves and a tie fromt. The
sleeveless gown with plunging .V,-neckline and a draw tie. By
Ralph Montenero for Blance. Of lustrous nylon crepe in peach, P,
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DECA STATE CONTESTANTS — Students from the Murray Area Vocational
Education Center entering contests at the state meeting held recently at Louisville
were, left to right, Beveraly McKinney, top eight in public speaking Janet Rowland,
second place in-DECA creed; Lexie Turley, second place in sales demonstration; and
Angela Camp. The students were from the Murray Chapter of the Distributive
Educational Clubs of America.
Murray Chapter Receives
Award At State Meeting
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Seven
Kentucky DECA (Distributive
Education Clubs of America)
chapters were recognized for
their efforts in the Fall '77
Clean-Up Campaign at the
Sixteenth Annual State Career
Development Conference held
recently in Louisville.
The Bell County High School
chapter recieved the first
place award of $500 from the
Governor's contingency fund.
Other winners were: Newport
chapter, $250; Nelson County
chapter, $150; Bardstown
High School chapter, $75, and
Stuart High School in Jef-
ferson County, $25.
The Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection presented a plaque
to Bell County High School and







p••• Black Patent Clutches
Dressy Lucite Bags, in bronze, white, block, or
champagne pearlized









the Murray Area Vocational
Center chapter and the Union
County High School chapter.
The Bell County High School
chapter received the first
place award for their clean-up
campaign Of their school after
it was severely damaged from
flooding last April. -
Other outstanding projects
included a recycling program
conducted by the Union
County chapter with proceeds
going toward an en-
vironmental education trip, a
clean-up campaign conducted
by the Nelson County chapter
after the tobacco festival and
the planting of grass seed for
geese on the Land Between the
Lakes by the Murray Area
Vocational Center chapter.
The awards were presented
by Rick Jones from the
Governor's office on behalf of




The department is urging all
DECA chapters to participate
in spring clean-up projects
particularly during Clean-up
and Beautification Month in
April and Keep Beautiful Day
on April 22
NATION'S COST
Arthritis costs our nation
more than ;9 billion per year
through absenteeism, lost
wages, loss of revenue from
taxes, drain on welfare rolls,
medical care bills, and other
expenditures, according to the
Arthritis Foundation.
FRIDAY NIGHT
SAIL OUT TO A
SEAN FEAST
ALL YOU CAN EAT AND /RINK
INCLUDING SOUP AND SALAD BAR AND DESSERT.
FEATURING
Shrimp Gumbo, Clam Chowder, Oysters on half shell, Boiled shrimp, Fried
oysters, Broiled Rod Snapper, Deviled Crab, Fried Scallops.
Adults 7.95
plus tax COLONIAL HOUSE
Children
under SMORGASBOARD
10 half price 4:30-10:00
Leftovers in Demand
By These Diners
By Abigail Van Buren
, 1978 Coy CrucapoJnbune.N Y News Sod Inc
DEAR ABBY: For the last few years, our family has met
at each other's homes for holiday dinners and we all bring
something toward the dinner.
When there are leftovers, should they remain at the
home of the hostessAjar does the person who brought
whatever is left over get to take it home?
Thanksgiving, Cousin Joe brought two bottles of vodka.
The crowd drank only one and a half, so Joe grabbed the
half bottle and took it home with him. Was that proper?
Cousin Marge brought a turkey. Sh# kept remarking-on
how "cheated" she felt because she wouldn't have any
leftovers. (There was a little turkey and dressing left over.
Should the hostess have picked up the hint and told Marge
she could take home the leftovers?)
Please answer in the column. There must be others who
have family dinners and want to know what to do about
leftovers.
FAMILY DINNER
DEAR FAMILY: Leftovers should be left with the host
and/or hostess. If they want to share them with the
guests, it's their option. And I think it's tacky to take home
an open bottle of liquor or wine.
DEAR ABBY: In your column, you urged mothers to tell
their school-age sons to ask the girls tcr dance. You say,
"Many girls attend a school dance and aren't asked to
dance even once!"
Well, Abby, look at it from the boy's point of view. It
takes a lot of courage to ask a girl to dance when there's a
50-50 chance that you'll get turned down. It's much safer to
just stand and watch.
-111 never forget -my first high school- dance 4 walked
clear across the gymnasium floor to ask a girl to dance with
me. She turned me down and I was humiliated before my
buddies as I walked back alone and took my place again in
the stag line.
I hope this explains Why some-boys lack the courage to
ask a girl to dance.
ED IN MIRANDA
PEAR ED: Thanks for presenting the boy's side of it.
Girls, are you listening? If you're asked to dance,
accept—even if he's too short, too chubby or has pimples.
(And if he's a lousy dancer, make the best of it. It's only
one dance.)
DEAR ABBY: As for making donations to a charity in
the name of friends, I'm with you
*Last September I had my fourth surgery in my right
ear, which restored my hearing, and for the first time in
my life I do not have to wear a hearing aid In October I
had a serious accident involving an elephant and was
nearly killed.
At Christmastime I felt that a beautiful way to celebrate
my happiness in the miracle of my new perfect hearing.
and in gratitude for still being alive, would be to make
donations to the Ear Research Institute in Los Angeles.
This I did in the name of my friends in order to give new
hearing to those who could not have afforded it
otherwise. Sign this...your loving fan,
NANETTE FABRAY
CONFIDENTIAL TO" HELP ME IN SAVANNAH":
Voltaire said: "The secret to being tiresome is to tell
everything." Wise man, Voltaire.
If you put off writing letters because you don't know
what to say, get Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters
For AU Occasions." Send SI and a long, stamped 124 centsi
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
Polly Home Scene Coffee
To Honor Rhonda Garland
Miss Fthoncia Jane Garland,
May 13th bride-e of Dr.
Joseph Edward Jonson, was
the honoree at a delightfully
planned coffee held on
Saturday, March 25, at the
home of Mrs. W. L. Polly,
Oxford Drive.
The hostesses for the
prenuptial occasion were
Mesdames Polly, James M.
Lassiter, Vernon Cohoon,
John Quertermous, Hugo
Wilson, James ( Jiggs
Lassiter, and Phillip Mitehell
The honoree, wearing a
yellow linen suit with mat-
ching shoes, was presented a
corsage of white daisies and
baby's breath by the hostesses
who also gave corsages of
daisies to Mrs. Eurie Garland
of Murray and Mrs. James A.
Johnson of Middleton, Tn.,
mother and mother-in-law to
be respectively of the bride-
elect.
Mrs. Polly greeted the
guests at the door and Mrs
Max Underwood, sister of the
honoree, presided at the guest
- register.
Coffee, orange juice, ham,
biscuits, sausage-balls, finger
sandwiches, miniature fried
pies, miniature cocoanut and
chocolate cup cakes, and
pound cake were served at-the
beautifully appointed coffee
table overlaid with an im-
ported ecru linen cutwork
cloth and centered with a
spring bouquet of jonquils,
daisies, irises, and baby's
breath. Silver and crystal
appointments were used.
Seventy guests called
during the hours of ten a.m. to
12:30 p.m. Out of town guests
included Mrs. Johnson, Mrs.
Morgan, Lois Ruiz, Joyce





Marine Private First Class'
William R. Spitler, son of
James W. McKnight of Route
3, Murray, recently par-
ticirSated in exercise "Palm
Tree 4-78" in the California
desert.
He is serving as a member
of the 2nd Battalion, 11th
Marines, based at Camp
Pendleton, Calif.
Conducted at Marine Corps
Air-Ground Combat Training
-Center, Twenty-nine Palms,
Calif., "Palm Tree 4-78"
tested the capability of a
battalion landing team to
depioy by strategic airlift and
to provide realistic live-fire
training. The exercise
stressed coordinated air and
artillery fire support for in-
fantry units.
Spitler is a 1976 graduate of
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Dr. Richard and Dr. Mary
Broeringmeyer participated




At this program, Leo Roy,
M. D., of Toronto, Canada,
and other renown ,members
established in a Brain Trust of
Dr. R. Broerlingmeyer




was elected to join with other
doctors such as Wilfrid E.
Shute, M. D., of British
Columbia, Canada, pioneer of
Vitamin E Therapy; C.
Norman Shealy, M. D., PH.D.,
neurosurgeon and pioneer in
Pain Control from LaCrosse,
Wisconsin; Carlton
Fredericks, PH.D., author
and researcher in Nutrition
Cancer Therapy from New
'Yollt City; Harold W. MAnner,
PH.D., Biologist and pioneer
in Enzyme Therapy from
'Loyola University, Chicago,
Illinois; Leo Roy, M.D., On-
tario, Canada, researcher in
Physical Medicine; William
H. Saunders, M.D., of Austell,
Georgia, pioneer in
Nutritional Therapy; H. Ray
Evers, M.D., pioneer' and
developer a Chelation
Therapy; and James P.
Isaacs, M.D., developer of
Atomic Equations of Mineral
Therapy and a professor at
'John- HOPkins University. -
These Scientists were asked
by the academy to meet the
third week in June and
combine their research
material and establish a
comprehensive program of
their combined work to be
presented to the profession.
Dr. Doris Conner Presents
Program At Sorority Meet
The Xi Alpha Delta chap-
terof Beta Sigma Phi met
Thursday', March 16, at the
Ellis Center.
For the program of the,
'evening Dr.- Doris e'cinner,f
who is with the Special
Education Department at
Murray State University
Spo-ke-1-5-the-- group aboul the
Special Olympics that will be
held on April 15 at MSU.
Refreshments were served
by the hostesses for the
evening—Debbie Lyons and
Joyce Thomas. The president,
Debbie Lyons, conducted the
business meeting.
Members attending were:
Debbie Brandon, Ila Brown,
Birbara Chilcutt, Rheanetta
Coleman, Brenda Estes,
Joyce Gibson, Mary Graves,
Linda Hodge, Vicky Holton,
Beth Laster, Debbie Lyons,
Shirley Martin, Jeanie
To give spicy flavor to
stewed tomatoes, stir in diced
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Waist & length Sties 21 to 10
Children's Fashions
•
Mae Crawford, and Mrs.
Peggy Sherwin, all of Mid-
dleton, Tn. The hostesses
presented the honoree with a
pewter pitcher, creamer,






Club held its March meeting in
the home , of Mrs. Lenith
Rogers, with the president,
Mrs. Holmes Dunn presiding.
The devotion was led by
Mrs. Robert Hendon with a
reading from First Corin-
thians 15. Mrs. Prentice Dunn
read thuninutes and gave the
treasurer" g report.
The lesson .on "Do-Ahead-
Meal" was given by Mrs.
Robert Hendon. A delicious
meal .taken from the lesson
material was prepared and
served by Mrs. Hendon, Mrs.
Holmes Dunn and Mrs. Lenith
Rogers.
Other members present
were Mrs. Leon Adams, Mrs.
Prentice Dunn, Mrs. Max
Farley, Mrs. Learon McGary,
Mrs. Clyde Miller, Mrs. Harry
Russel, and Mrs. Jack Wilson.
One visitor was Mrs. Hazel
Broach.
The next meeting will be
April 17, in the home of Mrs.
Harry Russell, 1408 Poplar,
Murray.
LOSE WORK
Arthritis suffers in the U.S.
lose a total 01-14,500,000 work
days a year, according to the
Arthritis Foundation.
-
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Promotion Needed
The Year 1977 was good for
local businesses and 1978 is
projected to be even better.
Those assessments are con-
tained in the annual Business
Barometer compiled and
published by the Murray
Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce which Was reported
in this newspaper Tuesday.
Our economy continued to ad-
vance last year, though not at
such a fast pace as in recent
years. A primary reason-for the
continued advancement of
Murray and Calloway County is
the diversification of our
economic base.
Another very iniportant
reason for our continued ad-
vancement is the progress-
mindedness of the business in-
dustry, academic and "civic
- leaders ef our community
— Our community as a whole of-
fers more than any other area
in the United States of com-
parable size. We offer more to
consumers than any other
surrounding community and
these consumers, much to the
pleasure of local retailers,
recognize this and come from
miles around to shop in
Murray.
As retail sales increase, so
does personal income. The ad-
ditional -personal income of
these, who work in local
establishments, gives them
greater purchasing power to
upgrade the lifestyle of their
AR
families. That additional
money, too, is spent mainly
right here in our hometown.
But the key to our continued
growth can be summed up in
one word: PROMOTION.
We must continue to promote
Murray and Calloway County
as the Best Place in the World
to Live, which it is.
We must. also continue to
promote our retail establish-
ments — the backbone of our
local economy in one sense of
the word — both individually
and collectively.
The past few years have been
good 'ones for the great
majority of Murray and
Calloway County businesses.
The next few years can be even
better.
But we can't just sit baa and
wait for the next glowing
report. We must maintain con-
tinms promotion of our com-
munity and the merchandise of-
fered by its businesses and we
must continue to expand those
businesses to met the growing
desires of the consumer.
That is a nececessity if
MiuTay-Calloway County is to
hold on to its enviable position
as the progressively growing
hub of the Jackson Purchase.
Retail sales are projected 'for
about $134 million in 1978.
Every merchant must stay
aware and capture a portion of
this to maintain our economic
retail growth.
kleartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
• questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, 'Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTI.INE: I am a 70-year-old
man. I draw my Social Security,
company pension, and I am also on the
Medicare rolls. I do not have to miss
any meals or anything like that, but I do
- 'not have enough income for a lot of
extras. One thing that hurts me
tremendously is buying my .prescrip
tion drugs. As you know Medicare does
not toter anything on this. Do you know
if there are any programs in the
making to have older people receive
coverage for drugs? J. D.
A. If Representative Claude Pepper
D-Fla. has anything to say about this
then all Americans over the age of 65
would receive free drug benefits.
Representative Pepper, also the
chairman of the House Aging CorrF
mittee. has proposed the Drug Benefits
Act of 1977 which would provide free
comprehensive drug coverage for
persons over 65.
This bill was previously introduced in
the Senate by Senators Edward Ken-
nedy D.-Mass. ) and Strom Thurman
4 R.-S.C.).
This bill would provide the following
benefits:
— Provide free drug benefits for all
Americans over 65. Beginning in the
third year of operation, drugs in
theraputic categories relating to
rious. chronic illnesses, and intended
to cover some 70 per cent of total
—prescription drug costs. incurred by the
elderly, would be covered. No
copayment. coinsurance, or deduc-
tibles would be required.
--Establish a separate unit in
Health, Education, and Welfare
Department, equipped with a cen-
tralized automatic data processing
system, to administer the program. A
• .Prescription Drug Benefit council,
appointed by the secretary and chaired
by the assistant secretary for health,
would advise and assist -the secretary
with administrative policy and long-
term plans, recommend drugs for the
benefits list, and the reimbursement
level for these drugs.
— Require the secretary of HEW to
develop and adopt drug utilization
review methods and conduct
educational programs for beneficiaries
and health professionals affected by the
program.
'HEARTLINEI lam 49 years old and 1
am disabled. my husband, died last
year. Can yie tell me about the
requirements for disabled Social
Security widow benefits? K. N. ,
A. A widow may be considered
• disabled only if she has an impairment
which is so severe that it would
(irdinarily prevent a person from
woi king and which is expected to last at
least 12 months. Vocational factors
such as age, education and previous
work experience cannot be considered
in deciding whether a widow is
z
disabled.
In addition, a widow must have been
disabled before the death of her
husb'and or within seven years after his
death. However, if the widow received
mother's benefits for having a child in
her care under 18', her disability must
have begun within seven years after
this benefit ended. If the widow meets
the above requirements, she is eligible
to apply for disabled widow's benefits
at 50.
HEARTI.INE: I am a 63-year-old
widow. My husband was a veteran of
the Korean War. I have heard of
Dependency ,and- Indemnity Com-
pensation IDIC ) for some widows. Can
you tell me how a person qualifies for
this? T.E.
A. DIC Payments are authorized for
widows, widowers, unmarried children
under 18 ( as well as certain helpless
children and those between 18 and 23 if
attending a VA-approved school), and
certain parents of service personnel or
veterans who died on or after January
1, 1957, from: I a) a disease or injury
incurred or aggravated in line of duty
while on active duty or active duty
training; or ( b) an injury incurred or
aggravated in line of duty while on
inactive duty training; or ( cl a
disability otherwise compensable
under laws administered by VA.
HEARTLINE: I am 56 years old and
my husband just passed away. He was
drawing Civil Service annuity. Can you
tell me what conditions must exist for
me to receive a survivor's annuity on
my husband's work recored? J. C.
A. Here are the basic conditions
which must exist for a spouse to draw a
Civil Service survivor's annuity:
1. The employe at time of retirement
must have accepted a reduced annuity
with survivor benefit to spouse or must
he _married. to the rettred-•employe at
time of death to receive this stiivivor
annuity.
2. If the spouse at time of retirement
dies before the retired employe or the
marriage is otherwise dissolved, and
the retired employe remarries, the
spouse acquired after retirement is
eligible to receive the same survivor
benefit as the spouse at time of
retirement would have been eligible
for, provided the spouse acquired after
retirement is married to the retired
employe for at least one year before the
retiree's death or, if married less than
one year, is the parent of a child, born of
the married.
3. If the employe is unmarried at
time of retirement and later ,marries,
he or she may, within one year after
marriage, elect a reduced annuity with
survivor benefits, to the spouse.
However, to qualify for survivor an-
nuity, the spouse acquired after
retirement must be married to the
retired employe for at least one year
before the retiree's death or, if married
less than one year, be the parent of a
child born of the marriage.
4. The spouse acquired after
retirement may not simultaneously
receive .a survivor annuity based on the
deceased retired employe's service and
another supivor benefit under the Civil
elect_the sur
Service or any other retirement system
for Federal employes ( not including






Ripe Enough Almost Any Day
11 Howland E.aa. anti Hobert \mak
Soviet-Cuba Inc.
WASHINGTON—A high-level
mission from the militant Marxist state
of South Yemen quietly slipped out of
Moscow last month with enough new
pledges of Soviet military aid to alarm
its neighbors, the kingdom of Saudi
Arabia—the major source of oil for th
 (IPMAPT2Vi PC 
What makes this particularly
significant, following the new Soviet-
Cuban stranglehold on Ethiopia and the
Horn of Africa, is the future prospect of
Soviet-Cuban direct pressure on the
vast Arbian Peninsula. Real concern
Letters-To The Editor
over such pressure would have been
laughable a few short years ago, but it
is laughable no longer in the 'view of U.
S. failure to know how to stop the
Soviet-Cuban march through Africa.
The seeming impotence of the U. S. to
deal with Soviet-Cuba, Inc., in* Africa
becomes  a natural Invitation for the 
Soviet-Cuban marauders to experiment
elsewhere. Although there may be no
immediate threat to Saudi Arabia or
other oil-rich Arabian states on the
Persian Gulf, the new Soviet - military
package for South Yemen is a portent of
things to come.
Spring's Parade Of Colors?
To The People of Calloway County:
Yesterday, for the first time, I
realized that the change of seasons has
brought forth so many colers that the
snow had kept covered or maybe more
correctly kept covering up last winter.
- It was during my daily drive-Tr-orn
Lyrrn Grove to Murray on Highway SE
that I first notice the profusion of
colors. There were the brilliant golds of
Miller and Strohs cans and the bold
blues of the Busch cans. I was almost
overwhelmed with the reds of the Coke,
Budweiser and Diet 7-Up cans.
What really made my heart nutter
was to see the patriotic red, white and
blue of the Pepsi and Pabst cans. I. was
especially pleased to see green again.
The Mountain Dew and 7-Up cans made
a lovely backdrop for the Dr. Pepper's
and Mr. Pibb's which lay so patiently
beside the road, wanting to fade in the
sun. .
It almost makes me question whether
it is fair to have such a parade of colors
for man to view for the next 200 years.
I was lucky today, it was overcast. I
wonder though if on some sunny day
some motorist might be blinded by the
brilliance of the reflection of the sun off
of those beautiful cans. Maybe the dull
,colored grass will grow fast this year
I)and cover them up before an • siCC ident
happens. An accident cause(' 1:i_ysuch
things of beauty would be a - eal
tragedy.
Although I have mentioned only
metallic objects as beautiful I must pay
due respect to the magnificent yellows
and whites of the plastic species. The
hep of quarter pounder boxes about two
miles from town is almost more than I
can bear.
I must say also that although the beer
bottles with their earthy browns look
almost out of place in this sudden
spring burst of color, I'm sure they will
still be there in the fall when they will
look more in place. They.are a hardy
lot.
I think Calloway •Countians can be
proud of the way spring has been
thrown upon us. I believe after a drive
on Route 94, or any other road for that
matter, that all of us will say, "I sure
am glad that nasty, ugly, white stuff




i EDITOR'S NOTE: The month of
April has been declared clean-up month
in Murray and Calloway County by
County Judge Robert 0. Miller and
Mayor Melvin B. Henley. City and
county crews will be working with
residents as well as volunteer groups in
an effort to clean-up our community.
The county-wide effort is being coor-
dinated bylanice Austin and Saturday,
April 22, has been targeted as the day




Attention animal lovers: This is a cry
for help concerning the safety of our
household pets. Someone is cruelly
poisoning our pets, as well as strange
animals in our community. These
deaths are slow and painful for the
animals, but also for the families who
must endure the suffering of their
beloved pets.
Try to imagine the pain of massive
internal blee4ng, with no relief from
the agony exlept death.. Something
must be done now to stop thqse who
injure animals out of thoughtlessness or
cruelty. Animals deserve our protec-
tion. They bring much enjoyment and
love to their families.
Bible Thought
"Ye shall be named the Priests of
the Lord: men shall call you the Min-
isters of our God . . ." Isaiah 61:6a
When God calls a man to serve him,
he has a responsibility to the world
that is watching his every action
What kinclina_waness_are__voui
It should be the job of every person to
report any instances of crimes against
animals which they witness or about
which they have some knowledge. A
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It consists of what might be called
Moscow's Grade B. economy-sized
package: 50 MiG-21s, of which 15 Are
believed already delivered; SA ( ser-
face to air missiles) 2's, 3's and 7's;
plus an unknown number of modern T-
62 tanks. Even if only the Grade B
package, these weapons--will dwarf
what Moscow has previously sent to
South Yemen — MiG-17's, T-54 and T-55
tanks. These earlier weapons have now
been dispatched to Ethiopia for the
Soviet-Cuba, Inc_ war against Somalia.
With 500 to 900 Cubans now in South
Yemen (mostly in the capital, the
deepwater port of Aden) this tightening
Soviet control increases the serious
strategic threat to the Western
democracies, that use oil from the
Perstarr-Glilf. Most of that oil goes by
tanker from the gulf of the Red Sea. On
one side to the entrance to the Red Sea
( which is the gateway to the Suez
Canal I is the Soviet-dominated Horn of
Africa; on the other, just 35 miles




Robert Moyer has been named
president of the Murray Chamber of
Commerce. Other officers elected were
Robert Carpenter, Jimmy Boone, and
Ray Brownfield.
Sgt. Wayne S. Cordrey, son of Mr. and
Mrs. G. S. Cordrey, is now on duty with
the Air Force at Tan Son Nhut Air Base,
Vietnam.
Lt, Bob Cundiff who won his
lieutenant's bars at Murray State
University in January 1966, has been
killed in action in Vietnam. He was
from Owensboro.
New officers of the Kirksey Adult
Farmer Class, taught by W. H. Brooks,
are John Cunningham, Clifford Smith,
and Lubie Parrish,
Lynda Allbritten, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James R. Allbritten, and
Twila Adams, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Cody W. Adams, have been elected as
officers of the Alpha Sigma Alpha
social sorority at Murray State
University.
20 Years Ago
The Murray Training School and
Paducah Tilghman Debate Teams were
selected as co-champions at the Speech
Festival held at Murray State College.
Murray Training members are Jimmy
Thompson., Charles Byars, Martin
Tracy, and Ralph Oliver. -
Marine PFC Larry W. Woodall, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenton Woodall, is taking
part in a major Atlantic Fleet
Amphibious Exercise off the coast of
North Carolina with the Ind Marine
Division from Camp Lejune, N. C.
The Murray Knights beat Princeton
and the Hardin team beat Hugg in the
semi-finals of the Atomic Valley
Independent Basketball League. The
finals will be played on March 31.
Mrs. Dola Walling Pettit of
McMinnville, Tn., announces the
engagement of her daughter, Sue
Walling, to PFC Graves Morris, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Hardin Morril of Murray.
Donna Grogan has been chosen as a
_member-of-the-Tenn-Beard-ef-the-Farm—
Journal magazine. She is the 15 year old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Grogan
and a sophomore at Murray High
School.
Signs of Soviet-inspired political
tightening in the South Yemen are now
too obvious to be in question. The titular
head of the country has recently lost his
preeminent postion because he at-
tempted to negotiate a political com-
promise with Saudi Arabia last sum-
mer. Since then he has been slowly
eased out of power by the general
secretary of the Communist party, a
headline, pro-Soviet loyalist.
For example, when the ruling
politburo asked the president what he
and the Saudis has discussed after his
experimental trip to Riyadh, he refused
to respond on grounds that the talks
were confidential and that "I am the
president." He began to lose authority
immediately and was replaced at the
meeting of the anti-Egyptian rejec-
tionist Arab states in Tripoli, following
President Anwar Sadat's peace mission
to Jerusalem, by the party boss.
The Soviet-Cuban lock on the oil
passage into the Red Sea will not be
complete until the Ethiopians _put
down the revolt in the Ethiopian
province of Eritrea, a military
operation that had to wait until the
Somalis had been taken care of. In that
civil war, •South Yemen is now _a
clandeatine combatant under Cuban
tutelage.
It is believed—though not
publicized—that a MiG-17 flown by a
South Yemeni was shot down over
Eritrea and the pilot's body recovered.
Anti-Soviet Arabs further claim that
this incident indicates that a full
squadron of MiG-17s flown by South
Yemeni Pilots has probably been active
in the conflict between Ethiopia and
Eritrea.
Sufi), intervention by Soviet "proxy
forces" in local conflicts was a major
target of President Carter's March 17
warning at Winston-Salem against
Moscow's free-wheeling military
policies and the steady growth of Soviet
power. He warned for the first time of
what actually became apparent long
ago — an erosion of support for U. S. -
Soviet' detente unless Moscow shows
"restraint., in the projection of Soviet
or proxy forces into other lands and
continents."
Judging from the new weapons
program Moscow has just agreed to for
South Yemen, it is doubtful that Mr.
Carter's warning, will impose much
restraint on the Russians. Rather, the
U. S. may have to take more direct
action. The buildup of a Soviet-Cuban,
Inc. military force at the base of the oil-
rich Arabian Peninsula and athwart the
entrance to the Red Sea cannot be
lightly regarded. A few years ago it
wouttritor taw-WM-totem-at:
30 Years Ago
Murray Fire Chief William Spencer
has' issued a plea to all citizens of
Murray to cooperate in the, spring
cleanup to safeguard the community
against fire, accidents, disease, and to
improve its appearance.
Twenty-eight students from Murray
High School will go on a four days' trip
to Washington, D. C., during the
Kentucky Education Association
holiday in April. They bill be ac-
companied by Lula Clayton Beale,
Mary Lassiter, and Harry Hendon, high
school instructors.
Coy Creason and Van Mathis of the
Kentucky Basketball champion team,
Brewers High School Redmen, were
named to the Courier-Journal All-State
High School Basketball Team.
Ed Norris, Emmett Burkeen, Joe
Starks, Robert Prince, and Robert
Carlton of Murray State College will
enter the Southern Speech
Association's Forensic Tournament at
Nashville, Tn., April 6-9.
E. C. Parker was honored at a dinner
on his birthday on March 27 by his wife
at their home on Elm Street.
Today In.History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Mach 29, the
th day of 1978. There are 277 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1867, the Act of Con-
federation was passed by the British
Parliament, creating the Dominion of
Canada.
On this date:
In 1632, French and Engish claims in
America were divided by the Treaty of
St, Germain.
In 1790, the 10th American president,
John Tyler, was born in Charles City
County, Va.
In 1847, American forces under Gen.
Winfield Scott occupied Vera Cruz,
Mexico.
In 1967, France launched its first
nuclear submarine.
In 1969, a three-day state funeral for
former Presient Dwight nisenhower
began in Washington.
In 1973, the last American soldiers
left South Vietnam, ending the direct
military role of the United States in the
Vietnam War.
Ten years ago: There were gun and
mortar attacks between Israel and
Jordan along the Jordan River, and
Israeli jets attacked 65 miles inside
Jordan.
Five years ago: Ireland's navy seized
a ship carrying five tons of arms and
ammunition for the outlawed Irish Re-
publican Army.
One year ago: U.S. and Soviet
negotiators, meeting in Moscow':
agreed to set up committees to seek
solutions to several arms-control and
diplomatic problems.
Today's birthdays: Entertainer
Pearl Bailey is 60 years old. Former
Democratic Sen.--Eugene McCarthy of
Minnesota is 62.
Thought for today: Nothing fixes a
thing so intensely in the memory as the
wish to forget it -- Montaigne, French
essayist;138t4592.




Wantons's Day Cooking For
One, edited, by Jeri Labor is
one of the most interesting
cookbooks to come aim% in
quite awhile. It is a no-
nonsense practical approach
to eating well, alone. It is ideal
for anyone who cannot eat one
more fast food hamburger or
T. V. Dinner, but-still doesn't
want to spend hours preparing
a dinner and more hours
cleaning up. Futhermore, by
following these recipes, the
cook will not have to eat lef-
tovers for a week. Even the
desserts such as, Creme
Brulee and the Dried-Fruit
Compote are for one serving.
The recipes also take into
-consideratiorr that -if one is
setting alone a budget is
important as is availability of
ingredients. Therefore,
although there are a few _
seafood dishes for special
occassions, everything else is
readily available without
going to the bank for a second
mortgage.
Cooking for two type cook-
books have been popular for
years. This, however, is the
first written for those special
problems one encounters
when living alone. The recipes
stress good food prepared in
small quanities in the fastest
possible manner. Thus the
book is ideal students,
working people and those
recently divorced or widowed.
This is also an ideal book for
the harried mother who finds
herself running short order
restaurant for a busy family,
in that nutritious meals can be
 put together in minutes for
those family members who
miss dinner.
Most of the recipes stress
the use of fresh ingredients
that can be purchased singly
or by the half pound. In that
way the basics of good
nutrition can be adhered to
without lots of left overs. The
book is divided into chapters
featuring soups, sandwiches,
meat, poultry, fish and
seafood, pasta, salads,
vegetables, sauces and
dressings, eggs and crepes,
and desserts.
Editor Leber conveys an
enthusiasm for good eating
with ease of preparation for
the single dinner. The dinner
hour should be one more time
when one can pamper oneself,
not something to hurry
through just to get it over
with. Each chapter is
prefaced with serving ideas,
storing ideas, and cooking
techniques that are ap-
propriate for small quantities.
There are also many menu
ideas and tips for expanding
the recipes for unexpected
companty.
Most of the recipes also
have the advantage of quick
clean-up because, after all,
nobody likes to do a pile of
dishes after a good meal.
Today 4e lire sharing just a
few of these simply delicious
recipes. They merely scratch
the surface of the many
present in Woman's Day
Cooking For One.
Zucchini Puree Soup
Eat this soup immediately,
garnished with thin slices of
frankfurter, for a hot, winter
meal. Eat it cold, garnished
with sliced stuffed green
olives, for a cool summer
lunch. It's easy to prepare in
advance, and nice to have on




1 c. Chicken broth
1 c. diced zucchini
pinch of garlic powder
pinch of celery salt
Salt
Greashly sound pepper
2 T. parsley leaves
Saute-the-onion-in-the-butter-
in a saucepan until tender.
Add the broth, zucchini, garlic
powder, celery salt and gum
salt and pepper. Cook over
medium heat for about 10-15
minutes, or until the zucchini
is tender. Put in blender, add
the parsley and puree until
smooth. Adjust the seasonings
and thin with more broth if
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FROM ASHVILLE, N. C.
Sponsor: Calloway County Fraternal Order of Police
Tiekets,.
Adult Advance $4.00 At Door' $4.50 Children $2.0) Tickets
on Sale: Christian Book Store, Paris, Tn., Conrad Music
ter Paducah, Ky., or call Kay Taylor in Murray, Ky.
1.
1 T„ chopped celery
2 t, chopped onion
t. prepared mustard
Salt and Freshly ground
pepper •
2 slices bread
2 thin slices cooked ham or
bologna
Combine the egg, mayon-
naise, celery, onion, mustard,
salt and pepper. Toast both
sides of the bread. Cover each
slice with meat, then spread





1 medium potato, peeled and
halved lengthwise
1 carrot, scraped
1/2 green pepper, cut in chunks
Salt and Freshly ground
PePPer
Brown chop in its own fat
over med. heat. Add bouillon,
potato and carrot. Put green
pepper on chop and season
everything. Cover and sim-
mer for about 45 min. until
vegetables and chop are




34 c. celery, sliced
10Z onion, sliced
1 T. peanut butter
1/2 t. soy sauce
Put celery, onion and 1 T. of
water in a small saucepan.
Bring to a boil and cover,
simmer for 54 minutes.
Drain, reserving th-e—I kW&
Put the vegetables in a warm
dish returning the liquid to the
saucepan. Stir in the peanut
butter and soy sauce. Add a
little water if necessary, to
thin the sauce. Heat and pour
over the celery.
West Coast Salad
A hot dressing of vinegar
and bacon fat makes this
special. - •
1.1/2 c. (approximately 3 oz.)
coarsely torn romaine lettuce
leaves
1 hard-cooked egg, chopped
2 green onions, sliced thin
1 can (31/2 oz.) tuna, drained
and broken up
2 slices bacon
1 or more T. wine vinegar
Freshly ground pepper and
salt to taste
Put lettuce in a bowl ani
egg, onions and tuna. Fry
bacon until crisp; drain and
break into the salad, reserving
the fat. Add the vinegar to
baconfat in the pan, together
with a few grindings of pep-
per. Heat and pour over the
salad. Sprinkle lightly with
salt and toss gently.
Spaghetti With Fresh
Tomato Sauce
1 clove garlic, minced
1 T. olive oil -
1/2 lb. fresh tomatoes, peeled
and chopped
•-Salt and freshly ground
pepper to taste




Saute the garlic in the oil
until soft, but not browned.
Add tomatoes, salt, pepper,
and parsley. Simmer un-
covered for about 30 minutes.
Adjust the seasoning. Cook
spaghetti in boiling water until
just tender; drain. Return to
pot, toss with the sauce and
eat at once, sprinkling with
freshly grated Parmesan
cheese.
For The Young Bride or
The Young At Heart
For the way we live today, dishes
- should be this simple: a plate for
whatever you pile on it, a bowl for
stuff that runs off o plate, o mug for
whatever you wont to sip. QUADRILLE
by Fitz and Floyd is a sensible alter-
native to tabie-setting overkill. It's
steak lines aid earth tones will blend






















Latex Hone Paint resists fumes,
alkali. blistering and fading. This
high-quality paint applies easily and
dries dust-free quickly. Tools clean
up easily in soapy water. White and





Our Finest Acrylic Latex House
Paint gives your home an all-wentlier
coat! Provides superior color reten-
tion. The paint film itself resists
weathering. blistering. White and 35
Jamestown colors. 26/HPX
THE GREAT OUTDOORS CLEANING MACHINE!
Clean virtually anything fast easy. You can use it to
clean the outside of the house, wash trash cans and
DINT 
garden implements, remove fungus from outside sur-
faces. fertilize lawns and gardens, strip paint from













Tough, heavy-duty construction. Keeps Its shape
through rough handl tog and temperature extremes.
Lid fits securely to lthep trash odors in, stray animals











Solid Color Latex Stela lasts about
twice as long as oil stein! Enhances
the texture of rough wood. beautifies
smooth wood indoors end out Applies
easily and dries fast; soapy water






















This Linseed Oil paint film resists
weathering, wear and mildew. Dries
toe smooth. high-gloss finish. Usually
- covers in jut 1 coat Ideal for ex-





Don't put off house painting because
of money-when you can get a paint
this good at an economical price!
Goes on quickly and dries fast. Soap





DON'T BE FOILED BY RUNNING OUT








Heavy gauge steel tray usoO
reinforced aim. Wood hondlos




0 • A 0 0'5999
Rodio Third leg undorcomogt
gives maximum strength 51,




Sure Grip nose guard prevents
slrppoge Heavy gouge steel 6
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GOING TO NEW MEXICO — These five men will serve as adult leaders for the Four Rivers Boy Scout Council's
delegifion going to the Boy Scout High Adventure Area at Philmont Scout Ranch near Chnmaron, N. M. later this
year. The leaders include (from left) Don Livingston, Fulton Trot* 43; Trip Leader Charles HMmaric, Calvert City
Troop 65; Dr. Clegg Austin of Murray; Carl Moore, Paducah Explorer Post 11, and Charles aark, scout executive for
the Chickasaw District The five men will kad a group of 30 scouts on the trip which will run from July n to Aug. 7,
and includes 12 days at the scout ranch. A council spokesman said four openings for scouts sal are available. The
cost of the trip is $300 per boy and covers all expenses. Scouts interested in making the trip may obtain more in-
formation by contacting the Four Rivers Council Office at 532 N. 32nd St, Paducah, or telephone 443-6461
Bad Economic Carter Outlines Five
State News Not Point Inflation Plan
Reflected Yet
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — The bad
economic news for Kentucky from the
long coal strike and severe winter — is
not reflected yet in the latest state
revenue report.
- In fact, the. tally of tax- collections
--looks-optimistie-so-far-fer -that-reason-
How-ever, Revenue Commissioner
Maurice Carpenter said Tuesday that
despite the anticipated decline in
revenues for the past few months
because of those factors, it still appears
the forecast for this fiscal year's tax
collsctions will be realized.
ror the General Fund, which
finances most state government ser-
vices the state expects receipts of $1,475
million by June 30, the end of the fiscal
year.
Collections from the coal severance
tax, a mainstay of the state's revenue,
'totaled $81.5 million for the first eight
fiscal months, an increase of almost 18
percent over the previous correspon-
ding period.
-A great deal of this increase is due
to stockpiling in anticipation of the coal
strike and to audits of back years,"
Carpenter said.
He estirtiated that more than $6
million has been collected as the result
of audits during the eight months in a
drive to tighten severance tax collec-
tions.
The latest revenue report is through
February. Carpenter said the March
figures issued next month will begin to
contain the effects of the coal walkout
and severe winter.
The General Fund itself rose to $970
million, which the revenue com-
missioner said is unusually large
because of deposits carried over from
January. But with all adjustments, the
fund still was up more than 13 percent
over last year.
Sales and use tax receipts for the
eight months amounted to $351 million
for a 15.4 percent gain.
Individual income tax receipts were
up 13.5 percent and corporation income
tax receipts 9 percent.
Winter's effect was apparent on the
Transportation Fund, which finances
road construction and maintenance.
Gasoline usage for January was at
the lowest level for any month in the
past seven years.
However, Kentuckians still are
buying more cars and trucks than ever.
Motor vehicle usage tax collections
were up 23 percent for the past eight
.imonths.
Carpenter said last month was the
12th consecutive month and 29 of the
last 30 that usage tax receipts had been
above the corresponding months for the
previous year.
"Because of this strength in the usage
tax, we believe the Transportation
Fund estimate also will be realized," he
said.
CARAGAS. Venezuela ( AP) —
President Carter urged poor countries
today to join rich industrial nations in a
five-step drive to fight inflation, create
jobs and raise living standards because
rich nations "cannot by themselves
bring about world economic recovery.
"We need to share a responsibility for
solving problems — not to divide the
blame for ignoring them," Carter
• •
technological collaboration."
Beyond pledging that "we in the
United States will do our part," Carter
did not elaborate. But he noted that he
has asked Congress to increase
economic assistance funds by 3 per-
cent and that his administration is
prepared to increase American con-
tributions to the International
Monetary Fund.
declared in a major address to Vette- - After his speech, Carter set aside
-zuelat-nationalrongress-on the-seeend—.tune for more talks with Venezuelan
President Carlos Andres Perez. They
met for two hours Tuesday, but left
touchy questions for today, including
the price of oil. Venezuela is the third
largest supplier of oil to the United
States.
day of his .week-long tour of Latin
America and Africa.
"Only by acting together can we
expand trade and investment in order.
to create more jobs, to curb inflation,
and raise the standard of living of our
peoples," the president said. "The
industrial nations share the same
problems and cannot by themselves
bring about world economic recovery."
Carter urged rich and poor nations to
take these five steps together:
—Increase the flow of capital to
developing nations. -
—Build a more open system of world
trade.
—Moderate disruptive price
movements in .basic commodities.
—Conserve and develop energy.
—And strengthen the technological
base in the poorer countries.
In addition, Carter said he was
proposing "a U.S. foundation for
Following today's talks, Carter, his
wife Rosalynn, 10-year-old daughter
Amy and top advisers including
Zbigniew Brzezinski, the president's
national security adviser, and
Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance,
were_liound for the Brazilian capital of
Brasilia.
About 300 demonstrating university
students condemned Carter and his
human rights policy Tuesday in
Brasilia. They declared the policy in-
valid, saying the United States supports
leaders like Agosto Pinochet of Chile
and Anastasio Somoza of Nicaragua,
both accused of denying human rights.
Ky. Coal Production
Returns To Normal
By The Associated Press
Picketing construction workers
closed most of western Kentucky's
union mines Tuesday and state police
said the pickets were out- again this
morning. _However, coal production
was returning to normal in the state's
eastern coalfield, officials said.
The United Mine Workers union
represents about 10,000 employees at
some 50 minesfrin UMW District 23,
based at Madisonville, Ky.
Joe Holland, the district's
representative-on the UMW executive
board said Tuesday, "We may have
four or five mines working.'(
The UMW construction workers, who
build mine tunnels and above-ground
facilities such as coal tipples, have not
yet ratified a contract with coal pro-
ducers.
They picketed only three ,.mines in
District 23 when union miners returned
from their long striie Monday, but ex-
panded their- efforts to blanket the
district Tuesday.
UMW officials and state police said
miners observed the picket lines
peacefully and no confrontations
resulted.
About 90 employees of a U.S. Steel
coal washing plant at Corbin in
southeastern Kentucky also were
Richard Lewis To Announce
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Benton at-
torney Richard Lewis, a one time
assistant to Kentucky Governor Julian
Carroll, and member of the Kentucky
House, is expected announce as a
Democratic candidate for lieutenant
governor here Thursday.
A 10 a.m. news conference is set at
the Galt House in Louisville. Lewis, 40,
is also expected to have a rally at 7 p.m.
Thursday at Marshall County Cour-
thouse. Another campaign stop is
scheduled at Caldwell County High
School in Princeton Friday.
Lies- lord- Vurily 3-teclier &
 todaythathe wants the people of
4 Kentucky to place renewedstonfidence
in government. He also called for
"equal economic opportunity for all
citizens" of the state.
Lewis, who served in the House from
1970 to 1975, called for legislative in-
dependence beyond the hi-annual 60
days sessions. He also said that in the
future he would like to see fire
protection, water and sewer systems
available to all Kentuckians.
The Benton attorney becomes one of
the first to announce for the lieutenant
governor's post.
Lewis served as ao executive
to _Gseverpi cerroll from
19 dr-lir-wag a inerfiber Of the
governor's iebrkinen's cOrnpenatithn -
board from 1976-78.
turned back by construction worker
pickets Tuesday.
E.A. McDaniel, secretary of UMW
District 19 in southeastern Kentucky,
said U.S. Steel mines at Lynch, which
send coal to the Corbin plant, would
have to operate for another day or two
before the shutdown of the coal washing
plant would create a bottleneck in
movement of coal.,
Inflation...
I Continued From Page One)
Efforts by farmers to get higher
government payments for their crops
have crated another major headache
for the administration.
DEFICIT SPENDING — When the
government spends more than it takes
in, more money goes into circulation —
money that eventually gets to the
consumer and creates more demand,
which in turn pushes up prices.
Charles L. Schultze, chairman of
President Carter's Council of Economic
Advisers, traces the start of the
problem to the Vietnam War era, when
the government tried to pay for both the
war and 'expensive social programs by
borrowingrather than by raising taxes.
DEVALUATION — While the four-
fold increase in oil prices beginning in
1973 shot new venom into the price
spiral, the devaluations of the dollar
early in this decade preceded higher oil
prices as a major cause.
The latest declines in the value of the
dollar have added as much as 0.75
percent to the inflation rate this year,
Federal Reserve Chairman G. William
Miller has estimated.
Even this list is not a complete
primer on the causes of inflation. The
severe winter weather is a factor in this
year's rising food costs while the
success of crops in other countries
affects the price of imported foods.
Greed alone may be a major cause of
a steady upward spiral in medical
costs, the wage and price council said in
a report last week. Doctors' fees have
outpaced inflation by 80 percent since
---1950-rand -medical earn costa bave_ii._
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Every Day Low Shelf Prices!
Compare These Low Sheff Prices With Theirs
Gold Medal ?lire Veg
Flour 5 lb 88' Crisco
Folger s
Baby Food 401 1 le Instant
Duncgn.Hines
Cake Mix
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Home Of The Red Vest
Carry-Out Service
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ITS IN THE EYES AND WRISTS - Ted Poe intently watches the boll leave his bat after making contact for a single in the win
over North Dakota. Poo, a senior backstop from Alton, Ill., is one of a corps of outstanding catchers for the 'Brea.
*-111114 .411111b, _
SO LONG - Tom Fehr' unloads his firstliomerun for his baseball career, a three-run shot against Missouri. The boll, which lan-
ded about 340 feet from the plate in rightfieW, is at the left corner of the picture.
(Stuff hetes by Ma Ionsidea)
Writer Picks Reds Over Dodgers
In National League West Division
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
The Cincinnati Reds went
shopping for pitching help
during the off-season and
acquired _a. . bard-throwing_
hurler from the Oakland A's
whose last _name has four
letters and begins with B.
However, thanks to
Baseball Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn, it's Doug Bair rather
than Vida Blue. And while the
Reds were hoping to land a
starting pitcher, Bair will
work out of the bullpen.
Bair had a 4-6 record and
3.46 earned run average with
Oakland after coming up from
the minors. But the Los
Angeles Dodgersn who ran
away with the National
League West by 10 games over
the Reds a year ago after a
blazing 22-4 start, also came
up with bullpen help, signing
free agent Terry Forster, 6-4
with Pittsburgh in 1977 but
American League Fireman of
the Year witp the Chicago
White Sox in '74.
After that incredible 22-4
opening, the Dodgers were
10'2 games in front of the pack




The Murray State women's
tennis tearn-opgned its. eason
with a 9-0 home victory
Tuesday over Southeast
Missouri.
In singles play, Karen Weis
of the Racers had a shutout at
number one over - Laura
Hibbits while at two, Lynn
Martin won 6-2, 6-1 over Anna
Vangilder.
Anne Ress won 6-1, 6-1 at
three over Susan Major;
Kathy Lindstrom won 6-0, 6-1
at four over Linda Thomure;
Leanne Owen won 6-1, 6-2 at
five over Teresa Skaggs and
at six, Yvonna Utley won 6-2,
6-1 over Joan Schneider.
In the doubles play, Martin-
Ress defeated Vangilder-
Major 6-3, 6-0 at one; Weis-
Utley won 6-3, 6-0 4t two over




The Lady Racers will play
this weekena in the University
-t1imessee at Ittalltry
Invitational:
Lasorda could almost begin.
charting his playoff .pitching
rotation. In fact, Lasorda, one
of the world's great optimists,
may be planning ahead again
right now.
"We did it before and we can
do it again," he says. "That is
our motto for the 1978 season. I
feel the teams in the NI. West
are going to. have to catch us."
Back to power the offense
are a quartet of 30-home run
hitters, the first time in
baseball history one team
boasted four such sluggers.
They are first baseman Steve
Garvey 331, right fielder
Reggie Smith (32) and third
baseman Ron Cey and left
fielder Dusty Baker (30
apiece). Cey also set a major
league record by driving in 29
runs last April.
The rest of the attack is
Potent. too - catcher Steve
Yeager 1 with veterans Johnny
Oates and Jerry Grote behind
him, second baseman Davey
Lopes, shortstop Bill Russell
and, center fielder Rick
Monday. Monday, plagued by
back spasms for much of the
season, hit only 15 home runs
after belting 32 in 1976 with the
Chicago Cubs.
The pitching staff includes
starters Don Sutton, Tommy
JOhn, Burt • Hooton, Rick
Rhoden and Doug Rau, with
Forster, Charlie Hough and
Mike Garman in the bullpen.
.Meanwhile, the Reds not
only saw their string of two
tconsecutive world cham-
pionships come to an end, they
didn't even win their division,
an oversight which Manager
Sparky Anderson plans to
correct.
The major reason for op-
timism is that Tom Seaver,
acquired from the New York
Mets last June, will be around
all season. Seaver was 14-3 in
a Cincinnati uniform - 21-6
overall - and Anderson sees
no reason he can't win 25
games ... for openers.
If the rest of the pitching
staff doesn't exactly leave
opposing hitters quaking in
their spikes, the Reds still
have perhaps the best eight-
man lineup in the game. The
incomparable Johnny Bench
is behind the plate with Dan
Driessen, Joe Morgan, Dave
Concepcion and Pete Rose --
34 hits shy of 3,000 - around
the infield and National out $2.7 million for free-agent
League MVP George Poster, outfielder Oscar Gamble after
ffermenno -end -44tm---a44inp- relief - 414349
Griffey in the outfield. Foster Fingers and catcher Gene
batted .320 with 52 home runs
and 149 RBI.
Despite a severe slump by
center fielder Cesar Cedeno
for). much of the season, the
Houston Astros finished third,
thanks to a yottng, strong-
armed pitching staff led by
J.R. Richard, Jbaquin
Andujar, Joe Niekro, Mark
Lemongello and Floyd Ban-
nister, with Ken Forsch, Gene
Pentz and Joe Sambito in the
bullpen.
But the infield is far from
stable - first base with Bob
Watson is the only set position
- and a left fielder must
emerge to go with Cedeno and
Jose Cruz in the outfield. Enos
Cabell and Art Howe will play
somewhere in the infield but a
lot depends on a comeback by
.I86-hitting shortstop Roger
Metzger:
Joe Ferguson and Ed
Herrmann provide capable, if
unspectacular, catching.
Vida Blue finally turned up
in the NI. West, but not in
Cincinnati. He moved from
Oakland across the bay to the
San Francisco Giants. Kuhn
okayed that deal but Blue
apparently didn't, hniting thp 
club after one workout in an
apparent attempt to have his
contract renegotiated.
With Blue, plus John
Montefusco, Ed Halicki, Bob
Knepper, and Jim Barr, the
Giants have strong pitching,
backed up by relievers Gary
Lavelle and Randy Moffitt.
And don't forget „Lynn
McGlothen.
But the catching (Marc Hill
and Mike Sadek ) is only
average and slugging first
baseman Willie McCovey is 40
years old. In a porous infield,
Bill Madlock moves from
third to second, Johnnie
beMaster takes over at short
and Darrell Evans and Mike
Ivie, neither a Gold Glove
threat, will compete at third.
The outfield of Jack Clark,
Larry Herndon, Randy Elliott
and Terry Whitfield - maybe
Evans, too - hasn't scared
anyone yet.
The San Diego Padres,
unable to compete on the field,
got the biggest spring
headlines by firing Manager
Alvin Dark and promoting
pitching coach Roger Craig.
Hamburger king Ray Kroc,
who owns the ballclub, shelled
Tenace a year ago..
On paper the Padres are
improved, though. Gamble
joins Dave Winfield and
George Hendrick in a solid
outfield. Third baseman
Derrel Thomas, late of the
Giants, lends some experience
to an otherwise young infield
of Gene Richards at first, Bill
Almon at short and rookie
Ossie Smith at short. At least
that was Dark's plan. Craig
may m6ve Almon back to
short, where he did well as a
rookie a year ago.
The pitching staff includes
old folks Gaylord Perry 139)
and Mickey I.olich 37),( 
youngsters Bob Shirley )23),
Bob Owchinko (23 ) and Dave
Freisleben ( 221. The best of
the lot, if he's over his arm
miseries, is Randy Jones, the
1976 Cy Young winner.
The Atlanta Braves are
rebuilding from the bottom -
where they finished - but
starting at the top with a new
skipper in Bobby Cox. The
Braves have some punch in
right fielder Jeff Burroughs,
left fielder Gary Matthews
and catcher Biff Pocoroba.
Prediction: 1, Cincuwati.4,
Los Angeles. 3, San Diego. 4,
Houston. 5, San Francisco. 6,
Atlanta.
To Compete-
K U A I, A I. U P ft ,
Malaysia AP ) (hina's
participation in the swimming'
events of the eighth Asian
Games at Bangkok in
December was assured when
the International Swimming
Federation 11SE opened the
door for limited participation
by non-members in in-
ternational competitions, the
federation's vice president for
Asia, Raden Soeworo, said
Wednesday.
He, said that at an ISE'
meeting he attended in Mexico
City recently, the rules -rrrre-
amended to allow non-
nvmber participation. China
is not a member of the
swimming federation but is a
member of the Asian Games
Federation I AGF).
Soeworo, of Indonesia, was
here on a visit after attending
a meeting in Bangkok.
° He also said a formula has
been devised to overcome a
dispute between the Inter-
national Olympic Committee.
Israo.1-4444-.
being invited to the Games.
'Breds Lose To Mizzou
But Pound North Dakota
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
When talking of Thorough-
breds, one of the words most
often heard around the track
is longshot.
When talking of the Murray
State Thoroughbreds, the
sound most often heard is that
of long shots.
The 'Breds unloaded three
long shots Tuesday afternoon
at Reagan Field but the only
problem was Missouri
unloaded two long shots and
thus, prevented MurrakState
from winning two games.
In the first game, Missouri




Bennie Purcell thought his
1978 version of the Murray
State tennis team would be
improved over last season.
Purcell received somewhat
of an indication as to how
much his team has improved
as the Racers won a 9-0 match
Tuesday over Bradley at the
MSU Tennis Complex.
Last year, Murray State
won 5-4 over Bradley. which
returned five " of their six
players for this season.
In Tuesday's action, the
Racers lost just one set. It
came at number one where
Ragnar Felix of the Racers
fell 6-3 in the opening set to
but
Felix bounced back for 6-4 and
6-0 wins to take the match.
In other singles action,
Chris Leonard of the Racers
won 6-1, 6-2 at two over Bob
Abbot; Roger Berthiaume
won two and one at three ovei
Will Davis; Jan Soegaard wort'
6-0, 6-3 at four over Dan
McCarthy; Jeff Leeper won 6-
3, 6-1 at five over Mike
Vogelsang and at six, Tom Lie
won one and two over Erick
Jensen.
The doubles play found
Felix-Lie winning 7-5 and 6-3
at one over Skowroneic-
Jensen while at two, Leonard-
Leeper won 6-2, 6-2 over
McCarthy-Vogelsang and in
the third spot. Soegaard and
Mike Costigan defeated Davis-
Abbott one and three.
MSU goes to 4-3 on the
season and will play at
Kentucky Thursday afternoon
before meeting Eastern
Kentucky Thursday night. On
Friday, the Racers are at
Indiana State then on








W L Pct. GB
x-Phil 52 21 .712 -
NYork 38 37 .507 15
Boston 30 43 .411 22
Bufalo 26 48 .351 26',2
NJrsy -22 54 .289 311/2
Central Division
SAnton 46 28 .622 -
Wash 40 34 .541 6
Cleve 37 38 .493 912
Attritir 38 -40 :414 11
NOrIns 36 40 .474 11










x-Port 55 .20 .733
Phnix 45 30 .600 10
Seatle 42 33 .560 13
LA 41 34 .547 14
GldnSt 38 37 .507 17
x-clinched division title
Tuesday's Games
Detroit 123, Buffalo 118
Cleveland 112, Seattle 110
Atlanta 105, Los Angeles 104
New York 106, Denver 103
Golden State 108, San Antonio
94
Kansas City 128, Chicago 105




Kansas City at Washington
San Antonio at Indiana
Los Angeles at New Orleans




San Antonio at Cleveland














two homeruns to outslug the
'Breds 12-9 while in the
nightcap, Murray easily
handled North Dakota 10-0.
Missouri came into the
game with a 10-4 record and in
the first inning, nearly scored
as many runs as they had
wins. The Mizzou -. Tigers
exploded for eight runs before
the 'Breds had a chance to
come to the plate and it was an
uphill struggle the rest of the
game.
"Anytime you score nine
runs, you figure you're going
to win the game," said MSU
coach Johnny Reagan.
"But when you're down 8-0
in the first inning, you feel like
it's going to be a laugher and
thus, if you can come back and
score nine runs, then you have
to feel good about your club.
Our hitters battled back
instead of throwing in the
towel," Reagan added.
The first towel thrown in
came when Murray
sophomore Clay Vangilder
exited in the first inning after
retiring just one batter and
being banged around for seven
runs and four hits. Four of the
runs were earned.
After walking the first two
battens,... Yangilder grooved
one down, the gutter for
shortstop Greg Cypert who
smashed the ball over the
fence in leftcenterr and- the
Tigers led 3-0. Cypert, who
was drafted high by the
Atlanta Braves last year, is a
three-time All-American and
perhaps the best shortstop to
in_town-since-Padre star-and
Bill Almon was here with
Brown a few years ago.
Missouri went on to rip five
more hits and add five more
runs in the inning. Vangilder
was replaced by Dave
Bradford who hulred six and
two-thirds innings and gave up
four runs on 10 hits.
Murray trimmed the lead to
8-3 in the last of the first as
Tom Fehn singled with two out
then after a walk to Bill
Wagoner, Greg Tooley hit a
line shot over the fence in
center for a three-run homer.
In the second, Danny Teel
singled and after a double by
Steve Sencibaugh, Tom Fehn
unloaded with a long homerun
down the rightfield line and it
was an 8-6 game.
It was the first
ever for Fehn.
"I never had a homerun in
Little League, high school or
anywhere," Fehn laughed.
Missouri made it 10-6 with
two more in the third as Ed




( API - Charles N. Morrison,
coach of the Lake Forest
College hockey team in
Illinois, has been named
hockey coach at Union
College. -
Morrison, 41, had served at
Lake Forest since 1973 after
coaching hockey and soccer at




one in the fourth and added
two in the fifth to close to
within a run at 10-9 but
Missouri wrapped it up with
single tallies in the sixth and
seventh innings.
Cypert led the 14-hit attack
with four hits.
In the nightcap, Tooley
came up with his second
homerun of the day while
Mark Riggins upped his
record to 3-0 with a three-hit
shutout over North Dakota.
Riggins, who at one point
whiffed four consecutive
batters, chalked up 12 k's in.
the game and walked three.
With runners on first and
third and one out in the last of
the first, Tooley hit a foul pop
down the first base line. The
bail was caught on the knoll by
the fence and Steve Sen-
cibaugh tagged up and with a
head-first dive, beat-the throw
to the plate.
Murray scored five in the
second as Sencibaugh drove in
a run with a sacrifice fly, Fehn
singled for an RBI and Tooley
drilled a towering shot high
above and far beyond the
building in leftfield for a three-
run homer.
The 'Breds scored three
more in the third and one in
the fifth.
Fehn had a three for three
game to go with his two-hit
performance in the opener.
"I don't know how you
account for all the•horneruns,"
Reagan said'. "Tooley is
somewhat of a streak hitter
when hes on, he'll ptit
them out of any park and he
just happened to be on today.
Fehn just got a pitch to hit and
he shot it out pretty good.
"Biggins gave us a real
good pitching job. He bounced




The 'Breds are 10-7 and will
play Missouri and North
Dakota again today.
North Dakota, hampered by
injuries, may or may not be
able to play a scheduled
twinbill Thursday with the
Breds. Brown is due in town
Friday then on Saturday,
viSU is at Western Kentucky
for a twinbill.
Murray will host Brown to a
single game Sunday with
starting time set for 2:30 p. m.
Ara 5.
ab r h
Hightower-cf 3- 1 0
Brown-dh 4 2 2
Cypert-as 5 1 4
Laudner-c 5 1 0
Lauer-lb 4 0 0
Engilah-B 3 1 1
LalIy-3b 4 1 2
Leavitt-lf 4 3 2
Wolbel-rf 3 2 2













Totals 31 0 1
Missouri
Murray
1102 001 1 12-14



















Luigs-2b,ss 2 I 1
Sencibaugh-as 2 1
Johnson-rf 1
Fehn-11 3 1 3
Tooley-dh 3 1 1











000 000 0 0-3-2
15Z 010 a 10414
TWO HOMERS - Greg Tooley of the 'Breds
homeruns Tuesday as MSU split a pair of games. Tooley hod
three-run homer against Missiomi in the first game and a
three-run shot in the nightcap against North Dakota.
hit two
POMPANO BEACH, Fla.
) APJ - The Texas Rangers --
sold left-handed relief pitcher__ --
Dave Tomlin to the Cincinnati
Reds on Tuesday for a
reported $100,000, team of-
ficials said.
The Rangers had obtained
Tomlin and an undisclosed
amount of cash from San
Diego for. veteran Gaylord
Perry during an off-season
transaction.
C,_ckwed
Gibsons Locker Plant was inadvertently omitted from










Cary Brandon and Frank Hurt
AND SAVE
Murray Ford Tractor Will Sell
You A New Ford Tractor for
$100.00 over cost now
through midnight March SM.
( Sales Does Not Include Preparation or Delivery)
Salesmen
Set: Cary Brands. or frank Hurl
Sales-159-4395 Hours: 11-1, Sal
Service 753-9482-Nours 8-5, ',I Day SO
(Opts late By
Appointment)
























































DOING PUSHUPS? - Sencibough is actually sliding head-first into home, although it
looks more like he's doing pushups. Catcher Kim Bjornson of North Dakota is there but the ball is
not; it's just over Bjomson's head as the throw from first base was off target. Senceibaugh
togged up and scored from third on the foul pop down the first base line.
Steve
Hawks Continue Hot Play At
Home, Celtics Whip Blazers
By The Associated Press
Hubie Brown, the hard-
driving coach of the Atlanta
Hawks, can't be blamed for
wishing that his team's
remaining six games were
scheduled in the" Omni in
Atlanta.
"It's a pity we don't have
them all here," Brown said
after the Hawks edged the Los
- Angeles Lakers 105-104
Tuesday night for their ninth
straight homecourt victory
and 12th in the last 13 games.
The important triumph gave
the 'Hawks a 36-40• record,
tying them with idle New
Orleans for the sixth best
record in the' Eastern Con-
ference of the National
Basketball Association. The
two division winners in each
conference, plus the four
teams with the next best
records, qualify for the
playoffs.
Only Philadelphia (52-21),
the Atlantic Division cham-
pion, plus San Antonio (46-28)
and Washington (40-34), the-I-
2 teams in the Central
Division, appear safely into
the playoffs in the East. New
York (38-37), Cleveland (37-
38), Atlanta and New Orleans,
hampered by the loss for the
remainder of the season of
high-scoring Pete Maravich,
are battling for the remaining
three spots.
New York and Cleveland
enhanced their playoff
chances Tuesday night with
victories, the Knicks defeating
the Denver Nuggets 106-103
and the Cavaliers beating the
Seattle SuperSonics 112-100.
In addition to Portland (55-
20), Midwest Division leader
Denver (43-31), plus Phoenix
(45-30) seem to have playoff
spots clinched in the West.
Still contesting the other three
berths are Seattle (42-33), Los
Angeles (41-34), Milwaukee
(40-4) and Golden State (38-
37). Each has seven games to
play.
John Drew, Atlanta's high
scorer with 30 points, hit a
driving layup with 21 seconds
left,' lifting the Hawks over
Los Angeles. Following
Drew's basket, the Lakers
missed two shots, one by
areetn Abdul-Jabbar and the
ther a desperation heave
rom deep in the corner by Lou
udson at the final buzzer.
Knicks 106, Nuggets 103
-New-York-playing without
injured starters Bob McAdoo
and Spencer Haywood, got 31
points, including six in-the
final 1 minutes, from Lonnie
Shelton and 25 from Earl
Monroe. Dan Issel scored 25
for Denver. and David
Thompson had 23 before
suffering an injured left elbow
in the closing minutes in a
collision with New York's
Toby Knight.
Cavaliers 112, SuperSonics 100
Cleveland got balanced
scoring Elmore Smith
collected 19 points, Cazzie
Russell had 17 and Jim Chones
C:alrliag1ihelt6 pointsv  rtandyh.eirva rs third16 rebounds-leading
grabbed
Pistons 123, Braves 118
Eric Money scored 14 of his
31 points in the fourth quarter
and Chris Ford had 11 of his 24
in the final period as Detroit
rallied to beat Buffalo. Randy
Smith topped the Braves with
29 points and Swen Nater
netted 27.
Kings 128 Bulls 105
Kansas City completed a
four-game season's sweep
over the faltering Bulls,
beating Chicago with the help
of Otis Birdsong's 22 points,
Scott Wedrnan's 21 - 19 in the
second half - and Ron _
Boone's 20. Artis Gilmore led
Chicago with 29 points and
reserve John Mengelt scored
Johnson topped the Sonics 25.
with 21 points. Celtics 104, Trail Blazers 92
Warriors 108, Spurs 94 Dave Cowens' 28 points and
Twenty points by Sonny Dave Bing's 26 helped Boston
Parker, 18 each I;iy Robert hand the slumping Trail
Parish and Rick Barry, and a Blazers their fourth • straight
defense that limited league defeat and eighth in the last 10
scoring leader George Gervin games. Portland, playing
of San Antonio to eight points without injured Bill Walton,
helped Golden State beat the Lloyd Neal, Bob Gross and
Spurs. Larry Kerion was high Larry Steele, was led by Tom









Greene Ready To Begin Task
Of Rebuilding Cage Program
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Ron Greene strolled into the
old practice gymnasium in the
Carr Health Building.
He had arrived back in town
and at his desk in the Murray
State University basketball
office. He'd finished one job,
presenting himself to the
public at the Kentucky State
High School Tournament last
week.
His other task was about to
begin. .
"I haven't had a chance to
Citrus League
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
Tuesday's Games
Toronto 12, Pittsburgh (SS)
3
Baltimore 4, Philadelphia 2
Minnesota 1, Montreal 0
Pittsburgh (SS) 1, Chicago
(AL)0
New York ( NL)7, St. Louis 4
Cincinnati 5, Los Angeles 2
Seattle 8:California 0
San Francisco 5, Chicago
(NI.) 4
Cleveland 8, Oakland 4
San Diego 5, Milwaukee 3, 10
innings
Kansas City vs. New York
, AL), ppd., rain
Houston vs. Atlanta, ppd.,
rain
Detroit 5, Boston 4, 11 in-
nings
Wednesday's Games
--Roston vs. Pittsburgh, at
Bradenton, Fla. •
New York (N) vs.
Philadelphia, at Clearwater,
Fla.
Montreal vs. Houston, at
G-ocoa, Fla.
Detroit vs. Toronto at
Dunedin, Fla.,
Minnesota vs. New York
IA), at Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Chicago ( A) vs. Kansas
City, at Fort Myers, Fla.
Cincinnati vs. Los Angeles,
at Vero Beach, Fla.
Texas vs.. Atlanta, at West
Palm Beach, Fla.
Seattle_ vs. Oakland, at
Mesa, Ariz.
Cleveland vs. San Fran-
cisco, at Phoenix, Ariz._ 
Chicago IN ) vs. Milwaukee,
CINCINNATI ( AP) - A syndicated column describing the at Sun City, Ariz.
attitude of the Kentucky basketball team has stirred up a Califarnia vs. San Diego, at
hornet's nest of anger from fans of the new national chain Palm Springs, Calif.
pions. Baltimore vs. St.Louis, at
"I've never heard such adverse reaction in over a year on St.Petersburg, Fla.
this job," John Caldwell, editor in charge of readers' queries, Thursday's Games
said after the column by Tom Callahan appeared in Mon- Tortinto vs. Philadelphia at
day's Cincinnati Enquirer. "Telephone operators, too, say Clearwater, Fla.
they've never had as many telephone calls on any subject. Chicago (A) vs. New, York
"I lost track of the number of people who said they were (A) atFort Lauderdale, Fla:
cancelling The Enquirer." Montreal vs. Minnesota at
Callahan began his column by confessing, "I feel sorry for Orlando, Fla.
the Kentucky Wildcats. They never smile. Kansas City vs. Texas at
"They can't even enjoy being in the finals of the National Pompano Beach, Fla.
Collegiate Athletic Association basketball tournament. But Cincinnati vs. St.Louis at St.
they are merely sad. Their followers, who made them this Petersburg.
way, are sick." New York ( N ) vs. Boston at
Callahan went on to say that "Kentucky isn't really a Winter Haven, Fla.
college team at all; It's a professional team. Milwaukee vs. Seattle at
"The irony, which is lost on the fanatics, is that the players Tempe, Ariz.
individually, aren't even very good. Six-foot-10, 245-pound San Francisco vs. Cleveland
center Mike Phillips, by most standards, is a stiff." at Tucson, Ariz.
The column compares the "joy" brought by Duke to a San Diego vs. California at
press conference with the demeanor of the Kentucky players- Palm Springs, Calif.
"There's no fun to this Kentucky team," Callahan 'said. Atlanta vs. Baltimore at
"Unless you're completely caught up in the Wildcats' hero- Miami. • 0-t-
tage, Adolph Rupp and all that, it isn't even fun to watch Pittsburgh vs. Detroit at
them play. No doubt there is a talent to suppressing en- Lakeland, Fla.
tertaining teams like Arkansas, and winning in the dull
process. But the effect is homely."
Callahan was right about the Wildcats not smiling - at
least when it came to his column.
"There was more foul language than I've ever heard or
want to again," Caldwell said of the telophone-calls- m
ceived. "There was talk of violence ...."
Caldwell estimated the calls on Monday alone" ran 175-1
against Callahan' point of view. Proximity may have
something to do with the fan's feelings on the subject since
this city is only across the'Ohio River from the Bluegrass
State. On Tuesday, the calls started early again, with callers
wanting to know if the columnist was going to apologize now
that Kentucky had won the national championship.
Callahan was unavailable for comment on just what he
would do.
But there were plenty of suggestions that Kentucky fans
had left for him.
One man suggested that Callahan "should work on a paper
in South Bend, Ind."
That would be like jumping out of the frying pan and into
the fire.














HOW PROUD YOU ARE










Dr. Adam Lanning, of the
department of sociology and
anthropology at Murray State





The long distance event of
26.2 miles was run under an
overcast sky, 35 degree
temperature, and a 15 mph
blowing wind from the nor-
thwest.
According to Lanning the
runners tan out 13.1 miles to
Blue Mountain, Arkansas,
with the wind at their backs:
"It was like running downhill
until the turnaround._ But
coming back against the wind
was just the oppoSite - like
running uphill. The conditions
were miserable."
Of the 148 men and women
who started the race, less than
100 finished, Lanning placed
26th overall and 2nd in his'age-
group (40-50) with a time of
three hours and forty-one
minutes.
A contingent of Murray
Marathoners will be running
in the Kentucky Relays
. Marathon at Lexington this
weekend.
see any of • our returning
people play yet," said the new
Racer coach. "This will be my
first glimpse:"
The job ahead of Greene,
last year's Southeastern
Conference Coach of the Year,
is massive. But with, his ap-
pearance in Louisville, he's off
on a good foot.
"One of the things we want
to do is be. as visible as we
possibly can," Greene said.
Greene was eiactly that.
And those who didn't see him
heard him as he was in-
terviewed by every radio and
television station at the state
tourney.
"We were trying to do a
good job of communicating to
the press and the alumni in the
area and let them know we
have a program that's on the
move. I feel like it was a very
successful trip," -
What does Greene plan to
recruit? -
First of all, his two assistant
coaches at Mississippi State
will have a lot to do with that
question. The positions have
been offered to Steve Newton
and Mike Dill but as of yet,
neither have officially
resigned their posts in Stark-
ville.
However, it is expected both
of the coaches will be working
under Greene at Murray.
_ "Basically, I think we'll
have. enough scholarships to
try and recruit one person for
every positions" Greene said.
"We want the best athletes
and!`:   -we _
regardless of whether they are
freshmen - or junior college
house in the Canterbury
Estates Subdivision. He ex-
pects to make a minimum of
two more trips • back to Stark-
ville before he is completely
settled in Murray.
What about the rumor he's
going to be the assistant
athletic director under Johnny
Reagan?
"I think ' it's a great
possibility. I would hope my
nine years experience at New
Orleans could be of some
assistance to Coach Reagan
and the entire program,"
Greene said.
Why in the world would Ron
Greene leave Mississippi
State, which in his own words
has "national championship
caliber returning next
season," and come to
Murray?
"I'm a firm believer you go
with the people. And I've been
extremely impressed with Dr.
Curris and Dr. Gordon and all
the people in - the ad-
ministration. It's a dynamic
and aggressive ad-
ministration and I'd like to
think I'm the say way. _
"We're also in a basketball-
rich state."
Even yet, how will Ron
Greene get top-notch players,
such as he had at Mississippi
State, to attend Murray?
"First of all, you have to
have a real eye for talent. I
think my assistants are two of
the best in the country and a
lot of people would say we had
the best staff in the SEC.
:'Look at_Wayne_•Ceoper.at_
New Orleans. He's going to be
a number one draft pick this
transfers. We don't have- any year. He came from Milan,
timetables set for success." Georgia, population 400, and--
Greene dellne-s success-as.--dtdill have any offers. We
"the pursuance of a wor- went after him.
thwhile, pre-determined goal. -Nate Mills was an All-Sun
And that goal is to simply get Belt -Conference guard and
the best players and get them nobody was after him. Wilbur
to play to their fullest Holland who played for us at
potential. , New Orleans signed a 8400,000
Greene, who along with his contract with Chicago and to
family, is presently living on get him, we beat Tennessee
campus, has purchased a Wesleyan.
"The players are out there.
Anyone can see people like
Charles Hurt at Shelby
County, or the players like
Ricky Robey and Kyle Macy
and know they are players.
But you also have to be able to
see who can develop.
"Another thing is this
university has 8,000 students.
It's a place with individuality
and that's a big plus. It's also
in the South, although with 40
inches of snow this winter,
you'd never know it.
"I tHink a lot of great
athletes would like to come
here and, get good coaching
and a personal touch. That
personal tough you give
athletes is something very
important.
"There are a couple of other
things that are exciting. I
understand the new student
union building will be one of
the finest in the nation and
Governor Carroll has already
said we need a new basketball
arena, so that's not too- far
down the line," Greene said.
One of the biggest problems
facing Murray State is this.
who will come to Murray and
play? Because of the lack • of
major airport facilities, there
are, some teams with big
names who just won't bother
to come here.
"We'll go to Paducah and
pick them up if we have to.
And we'll try and look around
and see who else has the same
type of problem we do. Just off
the top of the head, I'd say
.Louisiana_ . Tech, _ ,Soathern
Illinois, Indiana State, and
Illinois State would be some
possibilities."
There were rumors Greene
will have a television show
during the season and the
Racer coach confirmed those
rumors.
"We plan to have one. The
mechanics aren't worked out
yet but it's going to be Alper
for Murray State. The show
(which will be on Channel 6 in
Paducah) will go into four
states-and that will be a super
plus for our program and the
entire university," Greene
added.
Greene, who is starting to
hit the recruiting trail himself,
has only a few more weeks to
tie up the loose ends. The date
for Signing national letters of
intent is just two weeks from
Wednesday.
To Move Camp
SAN ANGELO, Texas (AP)
- Houston Oilers Coach Bum
Phillips says he is niarly
certain the Oilers will move
their summer training
headquarters to San Angelo.
Phillips said Tuesday in San
Angelo that Oilers personnel
still have paperwork to finish
with Angelo State University
officials, "but we're 99 per-
cent sure."
The Oilers have conducted
their preseason football drills
at Nacogdoches the past two
'summers. In previous years,
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Governor's Brother-In-Law Loses State Liquor License
, k Al
The liquor license of a
restaurant owned partly by
Gov. Julian Carroll's brother-
in-law could be. suspended
because of an aregeilvi6lalion
of stato law - offering free
wine with meals.
The Alcoholic Beverage
Control Board sent a notice of
the violation Monday to
Wilson, Nanny and Wilson,
Inc., doing business as the
Bishop House here. One of the
incorporators is J. Steven
Wilson, the governor •s
brother4ff-law.
The NW-a - set --a heirmg
April 12 for the owuers,to show
cause why their license should
not be suspended or revoked.
• The ABC cited the Bishop
House for violating a state law
which prohibits a licensee
from gt% log a1,4 ay or
delivering alcoholic
beverages for "any less than
full monetary onsideration."
The board referred to a
interviev. Tuesday that the
violation is in extremely rare
one and that he does not
consider it a serious offense.
"It is not an offense that
MaTeti 21 ad% ti I e *ith sak, t,-minors---Keene
Frankfort newspaper which
offered free wine with the
special food of the day at the
Bishop House through March.
ABC Commissioner Ber-
nard Keene said in a telephone
Need a trolling motor or
locator: Better check




Areas Most Complete Sporting Goods Store
or disorderly (conditions),"
he said. "We do not consider
-thigas serious:"
Keene said the penalty for





"For A Great Ten In Any Season"
Kit fester., ednittoitSe base, owtopnotic toner,
poppies for eye protection
For example, a violation of
the state law barring sales to
minors might result in a 30-
day license suspension with
half the suspension probated,
aaid—The-board would_
usually allow the licensee to
pay the other' half of the
penalty- at a rate of $35 a day,
or $525, he said.
But the board propably


























for the advertising violation,
he said.
Wilaori -referred-a reporters--
queries to the restaurant
manager, saying he had
nothing to do with running the
business. He refuted rumors
that he is intending to sell out
The advertisement was
placed by ',yell Sears, a
Nicholasv ille rpqt2urant
owner who has been a con-
sultant to the I3ishop House for









Sears said in a telephone
-interview titat he didn't know
anything was wrong with
placing the ad, but that he
called the newspaper and
stopped the ad after he was
notified of the violation by the
Unfinished
He said t t since is
restaurant is in a dry county,
he is not familiar with Ken-
tucky alcohol beverage
control laws. "They're so
damn screwy in this state
Farm Tools
Long & Short Handled
Shovels, NW, Corn
Scoops, Pitch Forks,



























Sears said he thought the
offer of Tree- wthe-woutd be- a
good enticement, along with
price cutting.
"Our restaurant has gotten
so much bad publicity,"he
said. "People thought you had
the
Bishop House.
"It was a promotional
gimmick," he Continued, "hot



















With Trim On Legs
I Side Seams. Pull on






By Fruit Of The Loom
Reg. $1.19
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Low Overhead
Means Lower Prices
GIVE YOUR  PURSE STRINGS 


































































































• s Gerald Carroll
arekoin the store for the
• 
$100 given away each week
▪ Last Wee
Winner Rt. 3, Murray•••
• o Punch 'All You Do Is 
Th
•
• Register Each Time You Are In e Store Drawing Wed-
s
4
•Nothing to Buy •No Cords T
• nesday at 8:00 'p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
▪ Morning.•
• tF:Inpluers of Porkers and their Famthes not eligible to win oAdnits
•




















Frosty Acres Baby Lima
Beans 20 oz. bag 89c
Frosty Acres Fresh Grated






















State Horse Breeders Take 'Wait
And See' Attitude On Ruling
FRANKFURT, Ky. 1AP) — where CEM is known or
s pected was reached under
animals will remain under
uarantine, Harris said.
Rites Held Today
William Finis Pritchett, Sr.,
brother of Johnny Pritchett of
Murray, died Monday at 12:30
p.m. at the Community
Hospital, May-field. He was 86
years of age and a -resident of
502 South Tenth Street,
Mayfield._ ,
The deceased was a retired
barber and a member of the
Northside Church of Christ
there
Mr. Pritchett is survived by
two daughters, "Mrs. Jettie
Mae Suiter of Hickory and
Mrs. Jo Anne Murray of Nash-
.. ,stud fees.
I Buddy 1 pritchett and Bill "We wiflabide by wliatever
rules and procedures are
approved by the Jockey
Club"," ' said John Sosby,
manager of Claiborne Farms
at -Paris. "We're just waiting





artificial insemination will be
required beginning next week
for breeding at any farm
where there are horses in-
fected or suspected of having
CEM.
But breeders say they won't
begin artificial insemination
unless the procedure is ap-
proved by the Jockey Club,of
New York City.
• The Jockey Club. which
registers all thoroughbreds,
has in the past refusff to
sanction artificial in-
semination because the
-potential for abtis 'Could lead
to overbreeding and a
weakening of the industry.
CEM, which first appeared
in Kentqcky about a month vast majority wouldn't.
ago, is believed to have spread !Am it's ,entirely in
from Europe where an out- hands of the Jockey Club,"
break occurred two years ago. Greathouse added.
The disease prevents infected According , to the
mares from conceiving foals Thoroughbred Breeders
and can be spread by sexual Association, only five stallions
'contact between horses and by and 21 mares are confirmed or
persons handling the animals. suspected as CEM cases. TheHarris said the decision to stallions belong to Spendthrift
order Al for those farms arid Gatnesway farms. All the
Pritchett, Mayfield, and
Bobby Pritchett, Hazelwood,
Mo.; one brother, Johnny
Pritchett of Murray Half
brother, Henry. -Pritehett of
Mayfield; half sister, Mrs.




The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Roberts Funeral Ser-
vice, Mayfield, with Bro. John
Hoover officiating. Grandsons
are serving as pallbearers_and







Baptist Church, located on
-Highway 121 Bypass will hold
a Bible Institute starting
tonight (Wednesday) at seven
' p. m. and continue throughout
the week, according to the
chugch pastor, the Rev. James
Fortner.





Jerry Raley, Cadiz, Friday:
the Rev. James Tacker,
Marion, Saturday.
Worship services will be
held Su,nday at eleven a. m.
and 6:30 p. m. with the pastor,
the Rev. Fortner, as speaker,
who invites the public to at-




Mr. and Mrs. Donald Lovett
who lost their home and
contents by fire on Friday will
be honored with a shower on
Sunday, April 9, from two to
four p.m. at the Jaycee Civic
Center at the Jaycee
Fairgrourids on Mayfield
Highway 121.
The Lovett home, which had
just been completed last
spring, was located north of
Highway 94 West on the
Lawrence Road. Mr. Lovett is
Carptlnter contractor and is
the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Damon Lovett. Mrs. Lovett is
the former Nancy Williams,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs,
Hilton Williams.
Persons may leave items for
_ the _couple_ at th  lynn Grove
Grocery. the United Figure
Salon in the Dixieland
popping Center, or monetary
gifts may be left at either the
Bank of Murray or the Peoples
Bank to be picked up at a later
date. -
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local iritered at noon,
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Ttmes y First of Michigan, Corp., of






























Prices of docks of local interest at
noon' today furnished to the ledger &




Air Products 26 unc
American Motors
Ashland Oil 28Ts • T.
AT&T 61‘. unc
Ford Motor Co. 45T. one
Gen Dynamics 431 •T.





P?n-ait • .14 one
QuidterOado  22 unc
Tappan
Western Union 164, uric
Zenith ...... . 1414 -Ls
breeders were taking a wait-
and-see attitude today after
state officials annOunced a
mandatory artificial
insemination program to stop
the spread of an equine
venereal disease.
An outbreak of contagious
equine metritis, or CEM, has
halted breeding at 13 of
_Kentucky's approximately 400
thoroughbred farms.
Spread of the disease
threatens to reduce the
number of next year's foal
crop and the stablity of the
thoroughbred industry, which
involves between $15 million
and $20 million annually in
e rea o sane ions agains
Kentucky thoroughbreds by
the federal government.
"...If we are to contain the
spread of CEM and to be in a
position to eradicate this
disease in the near future, it
was absolutely necemary_that
this action be taken," Harris
told a news conference.
Harris said the Agriculture
Department has asked the
Jockey Club to approve rules
to allow Al procedures under
strict supervisiorrand with the
sole purpose of stopping the
spread of CEM.
Meantime, Harris said a
two-week moratorium on
thoroughbred breeding in





Club's history of opposition to
AL Harris _said that if the club
does not go along with the
state's plan, "We'll cross that
bridge When we come to it."'
The state's announcement
of the mandatory program
followed by one day a request
from the Thoroughbred
Breeders Association of
Kentucky that the Jockey Club
allow Al procedures on a
t oluntary basis.
John Greathouse, president
of the breeders' 4roup,
acknowledged Tuesday that
unless the Jockey Club agrees
to register foals 'bred by Al
methods, it is unlikely that
any breedef would use Al
regardless of a state
requirement:
-""Uhlesg you've got a lot. of
guts," Greathouse said. "I
wo.uldn't say that no breeder
would use it but I'd say the
Salem Baptist Church To
Open Revival On Friday
A youth-led revival will be
held at the Salem Baptist
Church, north of Lynn Grove,
starting Friday, March 31.
with the evangelist to be the




Services ,will be held at 7:30
Friday and Saturday
Services" will conclude Sunday
morning as "Youth Day" is
observed. All offices of the
church will be filled with the
youth of the church. A
fellowship lunch will follow
the eleven a. m. services on
Sunday.
The Rev. Wotier was born in
Los Angeles, Calif., and is now
attending school at Belmont
College, Nashville. During the
past two years, .he has
represented his college by
preaching throughout Middle
Tennessee, and has also
served as assistant to the
pastor of Gray's Baptist
Church. He has held various
youth revivals in Tennessee
and Kentucky.
The singing will•be directed
by Bobby Fain with his son,
Keith Fain, directing on
Sunday morning. The pianist
will be Denise Howard, and
organists will be Shirley Lamb
and Mark Winchester. Special
music will be held at each
service with the "Reflections
of Freedom" of Salem singing
Sunday morning.
The  • Rev. Virgil. Blanken-
ship, 6hurch pastor, invites




Kentucky State Board of
Psychology has elected
Doctor Charles it. McArthur
as its' chairman for 1971.
Dr. McArthur is the
executive director -of the*
Western Kentucky Mental
Health and Mental Retar-
dation Board, in corporated
and has served in that position
for the past five years.
McArthur was appointed to
the State Board of Psychology





received his master and
doctorate degrees in clinical
and school psychology from
Florida State University.
The State Board of
Psychology is composed of
five licensed psychologists of
the Commonwealth of Ken-
tucky.
The board itt itarged‘Oth
the examination a_psj_issy_a_rre__
of licenses granting can-
didates license to practice
psychology and to use the title
"Psyochologist'in the state.
Dr. McArthur and his wife..
Priscilla, have two sons 1,k.iLd
reside in Paducah.
oe ay or, arm manager
at Gainesway, echoed
spokesman for other farms
among the 13 affected
Tuesday when he said no
decision will be made
regarding resumption of the
fivemonth breeding season
until they hear from the
Jockey Club.
-I'd like to know how many
mares, how they're going to
set it up — they'll have to have
monitoring of each breeding
shift. They're going to have to
have somebody to keep an eye
on this thing to keep from
getting overbred," Taylor
said.
Harris emphasized at a
news conference that the state
would strictly supervise Al
procedures. "In no way will
we allow exploitation of Al for
economic gains," be said..—..-
State veterinary officials
'will= 'supervise all Al
procedures "to certify that the
semen from specified stallions
was deposited into specified
mares and there was no op-
portunity for transmitting
CEM...," Harris said.
Harris said the state and the
U.S. Department of
Agriculture will bear the cost
of artificially inseminating
thoroughbreds, but he said






Fire Safety Applications Are
Not Retroactive, Says OAG
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) exception to the retroactive worship are exempt from such
AIRMAN DANNY R
DIXON Has been selected
for technical training at
Sheppard Air force Base,
Texas, in the Air Force
medical service field. He
,recently completed basic
traing at 'Addend Air Force
Base, Texas. Completion of
this trainging earned Dixon
credits towards an associate
in applied science degree
through the Community
College of the Air Force.
Dixon is a former employee
of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, and he and
his wife, the former Dianne
Wilkins, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Wilkins of
Hickory Route One, resided
in Murray for Several years
until his enlistment. The son
of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon R.
Dixon of Piggott, Ark., Dixon
is a 1969 graduate of Piggott
High School and attended St.
Francis School of Radiology,
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
says the state has no authority
under the law to demand
retroactive application of new
fire safety standards.
It also said in another
opinion Monday that church
parking lots are subject to
state taxation.
The fire safety advice was in
answer to a question by Job'
Hill, a lawyer for the state fire
marshal's office, who wanted
to know if .huilding owners
could be required to update,
renovate or remodel facilities
'which were shown by previous
inspection to have complied
with the law.
"For the fire marshal to
require retroactive '-ap-•
plication of any new standards
of safety to existing struc-
tures, he must. have some
semblance of lawful
'authority,' Assistant
Attorney General Victor Fox
said." ...The statutes do not in
our opinion grant such
authority."
He said that if the fire
marshal had such authority,
local goirerrunents would have
no discretion on applying
standards. •
Currently, he said, local
authorities can set out
minimum standards under the
general guidance of state law.
Fox said there could be an
based on a court decision. He
indictited that cities and
counties thus have power to
make building owners con-
form with newer ordinances.
In the other opinion, the
Rev. Byron Jessup of the
Revival Tabernacle at
Lexington was advised that
church-owned property is
taxable by the state if it is in
excess of an acreage
limitation-as long as it is not
used also for worship services
ore parsonage.
Assistant Attorney General
Rodney Tapp said places
actually used for religious
The minister said the
church recently bought ad-
jacent property and the
property evaluation ad-
ministrator for Fayette
County sent a tax billing.
Tapp quoted a Kentucky
Supreme Court decision which
commented that the tax
-waiver for charitable in-
stitutions in this state is broad
and liberal, "but in respect to
the church it is narrow and
strict" despite the preamble
too the constitution which
includes a prayer of gratitude
and invocation.'
UK. President's Allowances Open Record
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The attorney general's office
has advised that the_
compensation and other
financial 'allowances made to
University of Kentucky
President Otis Siqgletary are
open to public inspection
under the Open Records law.
But the opinion, issued
Tuesday, to. state Sen. Doug
Moseley, R-Columbia, who
had made an issue• of the
matter during the past
legislative session, indicated
the school does not need to
make a breadown of a budget
allowance already made.
Moseley had asked not only
about the salary, but about a










special provisions, access to
state airplanes, liquor
allowances, stocks bought for
the president, paid club
membership, insurance
provisions and pensioN or
retirement benefits.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
March 29. 1978
Kentucky _Purchase Area Hog Stern —
Reliort Inchtlies 8 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 556 Est. 550 Harrows &
nuts higher Sows 1.00 higher
US 1-2 200-2301b1... $47.00-47.25 few 47.50
US 1-3 200-2401bs 646.50-47.00
US 2-1 2404130 lbs. 34550-4950
05 3-4 280-2101ba. 341.5045.50
Sows
US 1-2 270-330 lbs. 310.00-41.00
US 1-3 300360 lbs 340,00-41.00
US 1-3 430-500 lbs $415042.50
US 1-3 500450 lbs. 342-$9450
US 2-3 300-5001U 33900-40.00
Boars 27.00-31.00 mosey 39.00-30 co
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake,' 7 a. m.
355.6, up 0.2.
Below dam 328.3, dowp 0.5.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 355,6.
up 02
' Below dam 332".11;ctown0;6.
_Sunset 6-15. Sunrise 5:47.
KitchenAidBulletin:
• Public Notice • •
If you are considering buying a dishwasher. Now is the
time! Our KitchenAid distributor has agreed to park a
trailer load of KitchenAid dishwashers in front of our





(Friday, March 31 and Saturday, April 1, 1978)
For days we can sell KitchenAid dishwashers at the lowest overhead
possible!! This is your opportunity to buy the dishwasher that is recog-
nized as the best. This is not a close-out sale Just our way of bringing
the best possible buy to our customers.
• No inbound freight added to our cost!
• No warehouse cost!
• No inventory financing cost! "
• No handling cost. . . Buy 'em right off the truck!
• Extra discount for CASH!
Choice of colors. . . or stainless Steel!
Plus — special buys on any KitchenAid portable dishwasher, compactor,
or disposer in our inventory!
FIRST COME • FIRST SERVE







































Miss Helen Shell, 6057
Walnut Circle, McKenzie, Tn.,
Mrs. Patricia A. Carter and
Baby Girl, P. 0. Box 613,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Beatrice S.
Edrnonson, Box 141. Cadiz,
Mrs. Genice A. Todd, Rt. 3,
Murray, Nikki D. Taylor, _I'LL
3, Paris, Tn., Brandy D.
Pasopall, B-0 Box Meadows,
Muray, Bert W. Jones, Rt. 8,
Murray, tioraldine Hagler,
Rt. 2, Puryear, Tn., Joshua L.
Hickerson, Gen. Del.,
Arlintorr, Mrs. Ruth A.
Bowker, Rt, 8, Murray,
William F. Fennell, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Linda F.
Prescott, 1627 Lochlomond,
Murray, Thomas A. Barnett,
Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs. Virginia
M. Overcast, Box 276, Paris,
Tn.,. 1.ula E. Walls, 201
Mulberry, Murray, Mrs. Arith
N. Harmon, Rt. 1, Almo,
James R. Lassiter, 2022
Gatesborough-Circle, Murray,
Mrs. Louise B. Walker, Rt. 6,
Murray. James 1'. Edwards,
Rt. 5, Murray, Saxton L.
Redden, Rt. 1, Benton, JOseph.
0. Conley, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Mary E. Milner, .Rt. 4,
Murray, Mrs. Mary A. Jones.
411 So. 9th., Murray, Mrs.
Winona R. Ramsey, 409 So.
12th., Murray, Mrs. Elva T.






Mildred C. Bucy, 1204
Grove, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Tina
Smock, Route 1, Murray, Mrs.
Mary A. Smith, 1622 Sunset,
Murray, Traci J. Shankle,
Route I, Cottage Grove, Tn.,
Donna S. Mosley, Route 2,
Murray, Mrs. Hazel L.
Galloway, 901 Olive, Murray,
Jessica Mapes, Route 1,
Springville, Tn., Mrs. Fata
Wynn, 1509 Parklane, Murray,
Ketha E. Holmes, 617'-2 N.
Poplar, Murray, Lisa Nance,
Route 1, Farmington, Mrs. -
Cathy Sue Galloway and Baby
Girl, Route 7, Mayfield, Mrs.
Debra Shekel! and Baby Boy,
Route 6, Murray, Mrs. Shirley
Swift, 'Route 6, Morriey,
ClinteS Black, Route 7,
Murray, Eric Thomas, 508
Richardson, Murray. Mrs.
Velma L. Parker, Route 3,
Benton, Mrs. Melissa Balch,
Academy Apts., Hartsville,
Tn., Mrs. Bessie L. Collins, 506
South 11th, Murray, James M.
Rogers, 802 Sharpe, Murray,




Anderson, Box 98, New
Concord, Clarence Hixon,
-Route -t, Farmington, Mrs.
Agnes Summers, Route 6,
Murray, Mrs. Cora Dumas,
207 N. Spruce, Murray, Levi
Smith, Hardin, Mrs. Hazel
Weatherford, 108 N. Water-
field, Clinton,, Mrs. May
McClure, 300 Woodlawn,
Murray, Carl Davis, 809 Hurt,
Murray, Miss Maude Nance,
New Concord, Miss Vera
Miller, 718 Sycamore,
Murray, Mrs. Sally Wimberly,
210 South 13th., Murray, Mrs.
Alma Lee Tracy, 1704 Ryan,
Murray, Mrs. Jeanette Alice







(Amanda), Mix 184; Sedalia,
Baby Girl Etheridge ( Mitzie ),
Rt. 1, Benton, Baby Girl
Vinson Margaret,( Rt. 1, Big
Sandy, Tn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Marsha K. Farris, Rt.
5, Murray, Mrs. Fara K.
Erwin, Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs.
Teresa J. Williams, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Jean E. Bar-
nett, 207 Irvan, Murray, John
E. Montgomery, Rt. 1, Benton,
Mrs. Deborah A. Croley, Rt. 4,
Benton, David W. Hopkins,
Box 98, Hardin, Miss Leigh A.
Odom, Rt. 3, Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Marilyn K. Washburn. Box 2,
Sedalia, Mrs. Dorothy S.
BazzelL.Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
Myrtle Duncan, Rt. 6, Murray,
Mrs. Ella H. Boehm, Rt. 2,
Springville, Tn., Mrs. Lana K.
Wilson and Baby Girl, Rt. 2,
Wingo, Raymon B. Brittain,
Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs. Robbie N.
Thompson, Rt. 3, Paris, Tn.,
Robert E. Thorne, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Belinda J.
Grubbs, Rt. 1, Sedalia, Mrs.
Vaynell Charlton, 115 Jean St.,
Paris, Tn., Miss Rhonda L.
Komisar, Box 206, Paris, Tn.,
Vurion Elkins, New Concord,
Herbert P. Shepard, 1309
Poplar, Murray, Mrs. Beulah
+ MIK NEWS
L. Fielder, 819 Hurt Dr.,
Murray, 'Mrs. 'Gladys
Garland, 509 Poplar, Murray,
Mrs. Dimple Jones, Box 95,
Hazel, Mrs. Mary L. Balen-





Baby Boy Parrish ICindy),




Mrs. Linda Greene and
Baby Boy, Rt. 4, Paris, Tn.,
Mrs. Kay B. Poplin, 1706
Melrose, Murray, Mrs. Mary
I. Warren, 808 Minerva Pl.,
Murray, Mrs. Elizabeth J.
Reeder, 1907 Coldwater Rd.,
Murray, Allen B. Rose, 1603
Keenland, Murray, Mrs. Ruby
Duncan, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Mary L. Mitcheson, Rt. 3,
Cadiz, Miss Karen S.
Robinson, 2014 College Fm.,
Murray, Mrs. Patricia A.
Payne, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tn.,
Jesse D. Garland, Box 55,
Sedalia, Raymond Thorn, Jr.,
Rt. 3, Benton, Miss Kim L.
Canady, Box 1225, Rt. 8,
. Murray, Glenn C.. Wooken,
Box 264, Murray, John B.
Riley: Rt. 5, Mayfield, Mrs.
Pearl Pendergrass, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Paula R. Suiter,
103 So. 12th., Murray, Mrs.






Baby Girl Downs (mother
Peggy), Rt. 24 Dexter.
Dismissals
Miss Leann M. McBurney,
Bx. 75, Hazel, Mrs. Sherry E.
Lindsey, Rt. 8 Bx. 161
Mayfield, James P. King, Rt.
1, Dexter, Mrs. Sharon M.
Barnett, No. 18 Riviera Cts.,
Murray, Mrs. Martha B.
Broach, Rt. 1, Murray, Danny
Burkeen, Rt. 3, Bx. 285,
Murray,,Paul E. Calhoon, Rt.
1, Farmington, .Jamie D.
Miller, Rt. 1 Bx. 185 Almo, R.
Fred Herndon, Rt. 5 Bs. 196,
Murray, Mrs. Shirley A.
Knight, Rt. 3, Murray, Albert
W. Nichy, 1218 Melrose Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Geneva Ken-
dall, 102 Garden, Murray,
Jerry D. Edwards, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Carmen Horton,






A delicious serving of Catfish Fillet
fresh gulf select oysters and gulf fried
shrimp, served with choice of potato








Southern fried golden brown with








For the Finest in
Steak and Seafood
1
1 %%WM b .114 11% 11111‘.1 I  F
Robert H. Williams, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Hazel P. Locke.






(Kathleen), 1321 Fairway Cr
Mayfield.
Dismissals
Mrs. Shirley A. Knight, Rt
3, Murray, Mrs. Cindy K
Potts, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs
Diana L. Ravatin and Baby
Girl, 1705 Parklane, Murray.
Mrs. Amanda L. Crittendon
and Baby Girl, Box 184.
Sedalia, Mrs. Mitzie
Etheridge and Baby Girl, Rt
1, Benton, Miss Nikki D.
Taylor, Rt. 3 Paris, Tn. Mrs
Evelyn Taylor
Rt. 4, Fulton, Mrs. Christine
Melton, Box 63, Dexter, Mrs.
Kathleen Herndon, 608 So. 9th,






and Gary Frost of Chicago will
conduct a bookbinding
1.vorksilop" for artists,
teachers, and students at
Murray State University on
Saturday and Sunday, April 1=
2
The two-day workshop will
feature an introduction to
ulaterials, -tools, and equip
merit and to the basic steps of
hand bookbinding, corn-
ulvmented by a variety of
demonstration materials.
Co-sponsored by the Ken-
tucky Arts Commission and
the National Endowment for
the Arts, along with Murray
State, ;„; the workshop is
scheduled from 9 a. m. to 5 p.
each day in Room 411 of the
Price-DoyTe Fine Arts Center.
A fee of SA will cover the
u ,Sts of all materials.
Enrollment will be limited to
30 participants.
Ms. Flasch and Frost are
the co-founders and operators
k.f a hand bindery in Chicago.
Roth are hand -bookbinding
instructors at the Art Institute
of Chicago, and each has
lectured and conducted book-
binding workshops.
Anyone wishing to enroll
should call Melody Weiler at
( 502) 762-3784 or 762-4418 in the
Department of Art at Murray
State,
William Thompson Graduates
From AF Specialist Course
WICHITA FALLS
TEX.-An official at Sheppard
AFB, Tex., has announced the
graduation of Airman William
E. Thompson from the U. S.
Air Force's corrosion control
specialist course conducted by
the Air Training Command.
Airman Thompson, whose
mother is Mrs. Nancy Bohoms
of Murray, Ky., is now trained
to identify corrosion and apply
preservative treatment to
metal surfaces, and will serve
at Eglin AFB, Fla. Completion
of the course earned the in-
dividual -credits towards_ an
associate in applied science
degree through the Com-
munity College of the Air
Force.
The airman attended
Murray State University. His
father, W. E. Thompson,
resides in Troy, Ohio.
FOUR-H MEET -"Participants in the Calloway County 4-H Talk Meet held
recently at Calloway County High School were, left to right, front row, Gina Herndon,
Robertson 4-H Club; David Grady, Stella Stars 4-H Club; Heather Doyle, Robertson 4-H
Club; Jennifer Jarrett, East Winners; back row, Michelle Garland, Robertson 4-H Club;Raymond Grady, Stella Stars 4-H Clyb; Rex Morgan, East Winners; Jim Nanney, Penny
Loafers 4-H Club; Michelle Jarrett, East Winners.
TALK MEET WINNERS in the Calloway County 4-H Talk Meet were, left to right,
Raymond Grady, Stella Stars 4-H Club, 12 yr. old boys; Michelle Jarrett, East Winners 4-
H Club, 11 yr. old girls; Rex Morgan, East Winners 4-H Club, 13 yr. old boys; Gina Hern-
don, Robertson 4-H Club, 9 yr. old girls;' and David Grady, Stella Stars 4-H Club, 11 yr
old boys. These 4-H'ers will represent Calloway County at the Area Rally Day to be
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WITH $10.00 PURCHASE MUMMA
HAIRY AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS
111-ORI


















WITH $10.00 PURCHASE EXCLUDING

























COFFEE - 1-Lb. Can
Only A. 69
Limit 1 coupon per customer.
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Government Guarantees May Up
Cost Of Goods On Dairy Shelf
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frances Drake -




Milk, butter and icheese may
soon cost consumers more as
the federal government,
bowing to rising production
costs, raises the prices
guaranteed farmers for their
dairy goods.
Milk prices are likely to rise
2 cents a half-gallon in the
next several months, while
butter may go up 6 cents a






dence is a 'demon-
stration project for the
elderly in the Jackson
Purchase. It is
designed to help older
•persons remain . in





1. Are age 60 or
older, AND
2. Need services to











call Bonnie Ashby at
753-5362.
pound.
The new federal price
guarantees, approved Mon-
day, take effect Saturday.
"l'he raise the, prices the
government pays for milk;
butter or cheese when the
market price drops.
Officials said the increases'
-will provide greater
assurance that the U.S.
average price received by
farmers will be at least, equal
to the announced support
price- for milk by forcing
wholesalers to match the
government price.
Agriculture Secretary Bob
Bergland told Congress of the
impending increase March 1.
But the vote by the depar-
tment's Commodity Credit
Corp. board was delayed until
Monday from March 16, the
day striking farmers took over
the department's ad-
ministration
On Saturday the floor price
for milk will rise from the
Ismosmossmiouno.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sebscribers who bare not
received their boam-delivered
copy of The Illurrey ledger 4,
Times by 5:30 p.m. filooday-
Friday
.
 or by 3:30 p. on Sew-
/lays it. urged to cell 753-1916
betimes 5:30 p. S. mid $
bloadwy-Friday, or 3:30 p.m.
sad 4p. m. Saturdays, to lame
delivery of the newspaper. Calls
mast be placed by 6 p.m. week
days or 4 p.m. Saturdays to
geormitee delivery.
current $9 per 100 pounds to
$9.43 per 100 pounds.
The basic federal purchase
price for butter will be slightly




Orienteering is the art of
finding ones way across a
prearranged cross country
course by use of map and
compass. Orienteering is also
one of the new merit badges
offered to Boy Scouts.
Tim Burchfield son of Mr.
and Mrs. D. F. Burchfield,
1603 Belmont Drive, and
Robin Adams son of Mr. and
Mrs: John H. Adams, 1112
County Cork Drive, are the
first Scouts in Calloway
County to earn this newly
designed merit badge.
Star Scout, Burchfield
finished the course in the
second best completed time of
38 minutes. Both Scouts are"'
members of Troop 13, spon-
sored by the Rotary Club and
St. Leo's Catholic church, This
troop is on of the newest in
Calloway County, Larry M.
Doyle is their Scoutmaster.
The merit badge required
an entire weekend of study
and competition at Camp
Energy Group Camp. This
special skill was offered as
part of the Outdoor Enrich-
ment program offered by
Group Camping Services in
Land Between The Lakes.
against the current 81.113 a
pound. and cheese slightly
more than 81.03 a pound,
against 98 cents. Nonfat dry
milk, which the government
now buys when the price dips
to 68 cents a pound, will be
purchased at 71 cents a pound
after Saturday.
Even so, department
economists do not expect
retail prices for dairy
products to rise more than 4
percent to 6 percent over 1978.
That includes higher
marketing costs and is the
same increase the department




A tax workshop for owners
and managers of small
businesses will be held
Thursday, April 6, from 7:00-
9:00 p. m. at the Murray Area
Vocational Center.
The workshop is sponsored
by The Bank of Murray,
Peoples Bank, Dees Bank of
Hazel, the Small Business
Administration and
Vocational Education.
Local, state and federal
taxes will be discussed along
with hints on tax, how to file
and obligation to file. There is
no charge for the workshop
and for more information, call










No Extra Charge! 2
Solid State Ignition • Big 2-speed 7.7 Cu. in. engine • Fingertip recoil
starter and primer • 5-position wheel-hite adjustment • Folding handle
with vinyl sleeve • Self-propelled all gear direct drive with mechanical
safety interlock. .5 ::5
31/2 H.P. vertical pull Briggs &
Stratton engine • 5-position
wheel-height adjusters • 20"
fully baffled H.D. deck • Fold-
ing chrome handle. 45213-5


















31/2 H.P. Briggs & Stratton
engine with easy spin start
• Heavy Duty steel frame
• Double ball bearings on














4-quart bag; Weed-free, odorless, 45 109 5
CULTIVATOR non-burning. 45 165
25-lb. Potting Soil (4s 658)1 1.29 All-Purpose Hoe (45-1 15j3.48
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
Day calls for the utmost
discretion. Be sure you do not
offend friends or associates by
thoughtless words. Work out
disagreements, if any, with
logic - and graciousness.
Ap2T URUSrita may
21) kiitti,
If someone deserves your
tune and talents, give where it
will help, but refrain where too
much is expected. And don't




May 22 to June 21) 99-11




- both tendencies now.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23) 00
Some confusion indicated
during the early hours, but it
clears up WITHOUT your in-
tervention, so don't get in-
volved. Evening favors
•romance and social activities.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 444;?2
Solar influences are fairly
generous, but you may run into
some complex situations which
will require exceedingly good
judgment to solve. Be alert!
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) TrOUA.
Don't be too sure that your
interests are not progressing.
Look over the picture again.
There is a proper delaying
action in some areas. Don't give
up.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 41-4r1
If you hear certain news or
receive some mail that's not too
pleasing, you may feel likely to
explode. But DON'T vent your
ill humor on associates.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 221
A day calling for the utmost
discretion. Taking issue with
associates - even if you KNOW
you are right - could have a
bitter ending.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )eait-10.
,
Certain situations may
disturb- during the a.m. -
especially since you can't seem
to put your finger on the cause.
Try to get a little privacy and
THINK! The answer will come
- seemingly "out of the blue."
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) V0
Some new events in the
making, perhaps a new contact.
Give rein to your liveliest hopes
now. Do not antagonize those
who are really well disposed
toward. you.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Avoid a present tendency
toward lethargy. Gear efforts to
achieve objectives more
quickly. Improvise oc-
casionally. This day can be a
helpful challenge.
'PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
A good day for launching
plans for the future, giving
careful consideration to new
ventures. Do not let the
pessimism of others disturb
you.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a vibrant per-
sonality, and an individualistic
manner which wins much ad-
miration and usually puts you
ahead of the competition. You
are extremely versatile and
could excel in many fields, but
would do especially well at the
law, which could lead to
statesmanship, as a business
leader or in one of the arts -
especially in painting or in the
theater. Traits to curb: ob-
stinacy and a tendency to go to
extremes. Birthdate of: Vincent
van Gogh and Francisco Goya,
artists; Paul Verlaine, Fr. poet;
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EVERY APPLIANCE IN THE STORE, IS NOW ON SALE!
+ FREE MERCHANDISE CERTIFICATE WITH SELECT APPLIANCE PURCHASE... MARCH 30 to APRIL 1.1978
CUT $71 + FREE $20 CUT $90 + FREE $10 CUT $120 + FREE $30
I-,D111. \ I 111131- D 11111, ()EH It' ( It I 1E1( All ... 1.IMI TEI) I IME. ()FEE111 1.1(111 \ I I 1\1111 Ii II \II III I f'
21800* =2223
was 289 95 Spring '78 Gen. Cat.
60" Mediterranean styled console
stereo with 8-track record unit!
1/2 PRICE ± FREE $10










wan $17995 Fall '77 Gen Cat
Royce CB radio with Vol-u-mike"
and wireless chassis
CUT $50 FREE $40
5\2-'988* =16218
was 649 95 Spring '78 Gen Cat
25-in. diam. color console T.V. elec.
eye, auto. fleshtone, corr. circuitry!
CUT $70 ± FREE $15
















Spring '  . -eat
=6427
CUT $30 + FREE $10 certificate
ELEC. DRYER (74.a) 
.
.
vas 249 96 Spring '78 Gen. Cat  
CUT $30 + FREE $10 certificate
74,7,,,,389•1(;.„ cat GAS DRYER (8427) 249.88*
CUT $100-1-FREE $20 + Cur $30.$50 + FREE $10 Certificate
Certificate LIMITED TIME OFFER! LIMITED TIME OFFER!
h.



























was :109 95 tiring '78 (len Cat.
58858 I SERVICE NATIONWIDE
Prompt merinly teeters worts
( ertifi• ate Esplanation. A Spe•ial 'Fra, (load sale Mcr•handise Uertifir ate in the deriOmination sm. I
lied will be gitten on applicable appliance purchases, Thursday. Friday and Saturday. Mart-h 30, 31. April 1
1871t at the 11arg, Catalog Store or Sales Agency listed helina.."Ihe \Ai, unit will notify the • ustomer hci,
the Certificate orris., from the nearest Catalog Distribution Center. upon terilit Minn of sale and •teener receipt of qualifsing mem handise The Special Truckload Sale Merchandise f 4,1 ifit ate is reedeern
able on any subsequent Catalog par. hose made before 7 28 78. at any 1), arch Catalog Store or Sale.
Agency.
TYPICAL EXAMPLES . . . Many more to choose from min
PRICES GOOD THROUGH SATURDAY AT ALL OTASCO STORES and PARTICIPATING DEALERS
Friendly Folks- Mon.-Thurs, 94 861-Air Center if5f
CREDIT ORFriendly Service Fri. Sat. 9-8
forf:40 Years. 753-83911-6 Sun. BANK AMERiCARLI
PHONE 753-1966
UNCLE JEFF'S SHOPPING CENTER, MURRAY
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similar campaign a few months
later.
About 70 percent of the
—funds for all our welfare
programs come from the
federal government, so any
basic reform has to start at that
level. I was confident, how-
ever, that we also could
improve their administration
at the state level to make them
efiectively andrun more
efficiently.
Therefore, I moved to
create a welfare task force to
look into all aspects of this
function of government. The
task force approach, bringing
together the thoughts and
expertise of leading private
citizens, along with govern-
ment workers, has been a great
help in our efforts to improve
our educational system and
economic development, so I
was confident it could do
likewise in this important area.
At the start, I appointed
a small staff to begin gathering
information about present
programs, as well k a list of
names of people whewould be
expected to make a real
has to help feed- and shelter
any of its citizens who aren't
able to fend for themselves,
but no able-bodied person
should expect an indefinite
"free ride."
Welfare programs are
• necessary, but they should be
designed primarily to relieve
human -suffering for the inno-
cent and helpless. In addition,
they should try to help these
people stand up on their own
feet.
However, in view of the
abuses which have seemed so
common of late, any such
system has to have some
CHESS WINNERS—Lynette Thompson, chairman of the Murray Middle School chess
toumamerp, announced the winners at an assembly at the school. The tournament
was sponsored by the MMS student council. Shown are grade winners. (From left
Shawn Glavin, 6th grade; Mike Wilkins, 5th grade; Samir Mahfoud, 8th grade; Lynette
Thompson and Mark Austin, president of the student council; and Russell Garland, 7th
grade. Mahfoud was the first place winner and Wilkins was the runner-up.
Photo o Kaye Peebles
1\ç
FROM THE GOVERNOR'S DESK
A humane government A's thiecior of .my posisecon.
dary Education Commission.
We are about at the point
now for rue to appoint the
membership of this task force.
We probably will have 30 to 40
people serve on its steering
committee, to set out Ats
direction and consolidate its
finditngs.,,Then .A.ve will have.
several stpdy groups perhaps
with 15 to 20 people in each --
which will examine specific
aspects of the system.
Among the areas to be
studied in this manner are:
coverage and benefit levels,
the relationship between
income assistance and thesafeguards built in to make
labor market, the role ofsure the aid goes only where it
-gyve' lent at -all levich,is neided.
It was with those impact of the vgelfare system
on the family, thF reta_tionshipthoughts in mind that I laid
between welfare and social--the groundwork last year for a
services and the adrninist-thorough re-examination
ration of the welfare program.reform of our whole welfare
program. I was very pleased toThe aim of this task force
-see- President- C,arter-laulich .a. hfoak us out of the
vicious downward cycle that
sees ignorance begelting
poverty and poverty begetting
ignorance-.
Every able-bodied head
of a household should work
for a living --,that is basic. If
they are incapable of working,
they and their families should
be sustalied while efforts are
under way to try to remedy
that situation.
Programs to help them
should not be unduly slow.
There should be no gaps. And,
above all, the people getting
such help must not be de-
humanized in the process.
A primary target must be
the children of welfare
families. We must give them a
healthy environment and
motivate them so they will be
determined not to rely on
welfare themselves when they
grow up. We don't want to see
welfare extended into second
and third generations, as is the
case neriv; in far too many
cases.
Further, we much find a
quick, efficiwt way to expose
the comparatively few greedy
contribution in coming tip or lazy people who abuse our
with ways to improve ticrcompassion by trying to get
system, once that groundwork benefits to which they aren't
was laid. entitled.
There is only a limitedTo head up this staff
amount of money to rzoefiGa I 
around to try to meet veryDr. Lyman Gingef,' a superb
pressing needs. And the sourceand compassionate adminis-
• of that' mone  the tax et id 
by- our hard-working citizens.so ably as our state superinten-
We don't begrudge publicdent of public instruction and
Pagliai's Pizza and Italian Restaurant
, Italian Spaghetti
Special 99With Garlic Bread and ' 2 price onCombination Salad (with meal) cod,
ISuper Special For Kids 1 /
Saaghetti and Salad /2 Price
Wednesday Night
4 to 10 P.M.
• -Ins as Always
FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS
You Can't Eat This Good
nt Fume fnr 99'









More Student Funds Available
Stgruficantly more student
financial aid funds wIII be
available to Murray State
University students for 1978-79
— and the filing date has been
delayed until April 15 for those
who wish to submit ap-
plications.
Johnny McDougal, director
of student financial aid at
Murray ctsiti., said it has now
been confirmed that funding
will be increased next year for




and prospective students who
have not yet completed
student financial aid ap-
plications for 1978-79 may still
file the forms.
McDougal explained that
the priority filing date of
March 15 has been extended to
, accommodate students and
their families who may have
assistancepaymentsto anyone had problems in filing forms
who needs them. We want and in getting IRS tax returns
such people to get help, and to completed because of extreme
retain that- dignity and ambi- winter weather conditions.
tion while they are receiving it. In urging students in-
But we don't want any- terested in financial aid to
one sitting back enjoying the apply, he noted that forms
fruits of our labor while not received after April 15 will be
evey trying to do an.ything for considered — but that
himself. Idon't intend for that students should not take the
to happen. Next week; I'll go 11-sk.. citfllinglate•
into some efforts we have mcDPuial 
emphasized that
made to achieve that goal. students• all in need of
financial aid, regardless of
family income and whether
they are new students,
transfers, or currently
enrolled on the campus, are
encouraged to submit
'financial aid applications.
Many factors are con-
sidered in determining
student eligibility," he said.
"An assumption that a student
would not be eligible should
not be made by parents or
students. Many students from
middle income families are
found to be eligible for
educational assistance."
Student financial aid
programs available at Murray
State for eligible students are:
—Basic Educational Op-
portunity Grant. (BEOG)








students who show ex-
ceptional financial need and
who would not be able to ob-
tain the benefits of education
without such aid. An SEOG





Nonrepayable grants of $200 to
$300 a year to undergraduate
Kentucky residents of ex-
ceptional financial need.
— Nursing Scholarship —
Nonrepayable scholarship
awards for nursing studentk of
exceptional financial needs.
— National Direct Student
Loan (NDSL) — Repayable
long-term, low interest (three
percent) loans to students
whose family incomes and
— Federal, Work-Study
Employment — On-campus
employment of up to 15 hours
a week for qualified students
with appropriate financial




employment of up to 15 hours
a week for students who do not
qualify for the Federal Work-
total assets _place limitations
upon resources for
educational purposes. The
loans have some provision for
cancellation of repayment.
— Nursing Student Loan —
Repayable long-term, low
interest (three percent) loans
to deserving nursing students
to help meet the cost of
education. The loans have
some provision for can-
cellation of repayment.
SLIDE SHOW—Dr. john Mylroie, Assistant Professor of Geology, presented an
assembly program for 8th grade students at Murray Middle School Dr. Mylroie
showed slides which he had made of caves in Africa, Bermuda, Australia and Kentucky.
The students participated in a demonstration of earthquake waves.
Photo by Kaye-Peebles




And there are also some
sensible reasons for try- •
ing a loaf of new Country
Meal Bread. Like the
whole grain flavor and
the country good taste
that comes from the
wheat bran, crushed
who wheat, wheat
germ, honey and mo-
lasses we bake it with.
NI MO NB MI allt Ell ER numems1
di ‘t47 
VI'
# ̂ .. -, •
.• ;•-• . t • • .--- • --w- - 7-.-,..,
, - - vs.. '4' • (
p C OuntfV Good Tasting Whote Gran ROVO,
-t., ' .L ...-,e, !.. .f. 'e- !,,, ..-..l;i:,' 40 Ill.` '
15:
off :
155 ttv,COUNTRY MEAL :
New Country Meal Bread ICountry good Ta.sting...Whole Grain Flavor 1
MP GPOCEP we will PM yOu 15C pits SC handling charge tor eoch of these coupons redeemed ##-, uccord0hce ,,,,,th We
karma' rhrs offer Coupon vpresehled by outside agency a where prohibited. taxed a restncted Customer must pay
111sales tax Cosh redemphon vat 1  '20of ono cent invoices proving purchase of suffluent stock a Colon4ol Bread to cover
coupons saanittord must be shown upon request Failure to do so may 01 0(1 opt)on void at coupohs,fonfihich no proof at
product s purchase is shown For prompt payment. moil c:oupons to Goiania PO Boo MB Cltr4OrL_Km0 52734 0014f
*opines March 31 1979
IN NW NI IIIII mil MB NS on mil ow NB ell UN 11111111111111 lip MI INN MI NIB =Al
.,15i7 BEL•AFIT ADVERitSiNG 4.0C
And the reassurance that
we bake our Country
Meal with absolutely no
artificial preservatives
So, no matter how you
spell it there's a good
reason for you to try
Colonial's new Country
Meal Bread, that makes
sense -. or cents
or both
lor
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UNDERSTANDING
MENTAL HEALTH
a health column from the
US.Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Health., Mental Health and
Chronic Pain -
Throbbing and excruciating
pain for the average person
generally is of short duration
and the cause can be diag-
nosed readily by a family
physician
For many people, however.
the remedy is not quite this
simple. They may suffer from




tral" or phantom pain (as
frOm an amputated kg), vas-
omotor headaches, pain from
malignant or tefrOrnar drs-
eases, and pain from neuro-
logic defects. The pain may
completely incapacitate the
person or it may appear only
periodically. Even if the
cause of the pain is diagnosed
correctly, there may be no
known cure, and the physi--
clan may try different types
of treatment in The hope that
one will provide the necessary
relief.
Sometimes the person with




worker. or psychiatric. nurse)
because the physician using
standard diagnostic techniques
may not be able to discover
a cause for the pain and mac
believe the disorder to he
functional (a disorder in
which the performance or
operation of an organ ,or
organ system is abnormal but
not as a result of known
change in structure)
At the request of the phy-
sician, the mental health pro-
fessional may administer one
of several . tests to evaluate
the patient's emotional state.
The most common of these
tests are the NIMPI (Minne-
sota Multiphasic Personality
Inveritory.) to determine per-
sonality structure and diag-
nostic classification, the Ben-
ton Visual Retention Test to
determine organic brain dam-
age, and the TAT (Thematic
Apperception Test) to deter-
mine personality conflicts and
defensive structure.
There SW) Are mSny drugs
available to alleviate pain but
the problem of drug addiction
is always present, especially
if the more potent drugs are
used Methods used by the
mental health professional in
treating the person with
chronic pain are biofeedback.
behavior modification, group
or individual psychotherapy,
muscle relaxation, clinical hyp-
notherapy, and .operant con-
ditioning
THE BIBLE COMES IN
1,631 LANGUAGES
NEW YORK ( AP) — At least
one book of the Bible had been
published in 1,631 of the world's
languages and distinct dialects
by the end of 1977, according to
the American Bible Society.
The society's annual Scrip-
ture language count indicates
that the Bible is now available
in 266 languages, the New Tes-





















FAST SERVICE - CLEAN STORES








(WHEN YOU TAKE 1 TABLET DAILY)
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AGREE CREME RINSE& CONDITIONER







TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR SPRING CLEARANCE
AND SAVE ON THESE ITEMS FOR NEXT WINER
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Hazard
L•kington Richmond WKLE 46
Louisville . . WKMJ 68
Madisonville. IAIKMA 35
INK AS 25 Morehead . . 38
NIKGB 53 Murray Mayfield . 21
WCVN 54 Owenton NIKON 52
WYK ZT 73 Parmartle  VVKPI 22





8 30,7 30 am. to 3 30/2.30
m KET iN-SCHOOL PRO
GRAMMING
3 30;2 30 MIAS, YOGA AND
YOU
4 00/3 00 SESAME STREET
5 004 00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5,30/4 .30 ELECTRIC COM,
PANY
6 00/5:00 ZOOM
6.30/5 -30 OVER EASY
7 00/6:00 THE MACNEIL /
LEHRER REPORT
1,30/630 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW
800/700 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "Lorna Doone"
tEpisode five) -
8:30/7:30 STUDIO SEE A









8:30/7:30 a.m. to 3:30/2:30
p.m. KET IN-SCHOOL PRO-
GRAMMING


















"The Enterprise of England"
1030/9:30 THE ORIGINALS:




.12:30 p.m./11:30 a.m. NEW
SHAPES: EDUCATION
1:00/12:00 GED SERIES: "Lit-





SCIENCES IN THE ELEMEN-
TARY SCHOOL
2:30/1:30 . DANIEL FOSTER
M.D. "Hyperthyroidism"
3:00/2:00 JOURNEY INTO
ART First in a 26-show "paint-
along" series with artist Ben
Stahl,
3:30/2:30 CROCKETT'S VIC-
TORY GARDEN Jim trans-
plants young seedlings in the
L.iiri•nh,,usii (RI
4 00/3.00 THE FRENCH
CHEF "Quiche Loirdine"
4.30/3.30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "Lorna Doone" (R
from Thu I
5:00/4:00 CONSUMER SUR-




"Family Altair" A look at some
alternatives to the traditional
nuclear family. (Captioned) (R)
6:00/5:00 NOVA "Icarus' Chil-
dren" A look at man's attempts





SiefOrl :00 - 111ATterfltAt •G.E0-
GRAPHIC SPECIAL "The In-
credible Machine" Through new
techniques in medicine and pho-
tography, cameras explore inner.
recesses of the most complex
living mechanism, the human
body. )
9:00/8:00 RUDEH_F SERKIN:
MASTER MUSICIAN This pro-




"David Amrarn and His Friends"














TENNYSON "The Brontes of
Haworth' IR)
1:00/12:00 WASHINGTON






MANCE'S "the Consul- This
production of Gian Menotti's
opera was staged and directed
by Menotti himself. (Two
hours) (R)
5:00/4:00 MEETING OF
MINDS Steve Allen welcomes
back Frederick Douglass; EM-
press Ts'u-hsi; Cesare Beccaria
and the Marquis de Sade. (R)
6:00/5:00 CROCKETT'S VIC-
TORY GARDEN Jim gives
some tips on preparing garden








dren of Crisis" by Pulitzer-prize
Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
 4111111111WWIROMIF- 
Boston Butler .






winner Robert Coles •
8.00/7:00 PREVIN AND THE
PITTSBURGH Andre Previn
honors Sir William Walton. one




NdleAnna is happy but torn over
whether she should divorce Ka•
renin and thus lose her son.
10:00/9:00 ROYAL HERI-
TAGE "Edward VII and the




8:30/7:30 a.m. to 3:30/2:30
p.m. KET IN-SCHOOL PRO-
GRAMMING
3:30/2:30 TEACHING LIFE









7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL /
LEHRER REPORT





Woman in the Moon" Sandra
Faber, the first woman astrono-
mer ever to work at the Lick
Observatory and other women
in the sciences are introduced
by Gerri Lange,
9:00/8:00 MEETING OF
MINDS Steve Allen is joined by
Susan B. Anthony, Emiliano Za-
pata, Sir Francis Bacon and
Plato.
10:00/9:00 THE ORIGINALS
"John Gardner" Novelist Gard-
ner is interviewed.
10:30/9:30 ANYONE FOR
TENNYSON "A Poetic Por-
trait Gallery" William Shatner
loins the Quartet in a celebra-
tion of poetry and art.
TUESDAY`, • .APRIL 4
Eastern/Central Times
8:30/7:30 a.m. to 330/2:30











7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL /
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6;30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW
8:00/7:00 IN PERFORMANCE
AT WOLF TRAP ''The Martha
Graham Dance Company" The
company of world-famous mod-
ern dance pioneer Martha
Graham performs.
9:30/8:30 POSSUM TROT
More than eighty wooden life-
size figures sing and move in a
film documenting the art of the
late folk artist Calvin Black,
10:00/9:00 SIX AMERICAN
FAMILIES This documentary
series focuses on six U.S. house-
holds and reflects' on the
strengths and weaknesses of
family life in America. (R)
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 5
Eastern/Central Times
8:30/7:30 a.m. to 3:30/2:30











7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL /
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW
8:00/7:00 LIVE FROM THE
METROPOLITAN OPERA "Ca-
valleria Rusticana and Pagliacci'•
James Levine conducts this
double bill, telecast live from
the Metropolitan Opera in New




DETROIT (AP) — It's not
the snow but the salt that
makes tough sledding for De-
troit's trolleys.
In the 76 years the trolleys
ran along the streets of Lisbon,
Portugal, from where they
were imported, there was never
any snow. Now, city crews
must repaint and rebuild them
after two winters on salted De-
troit streets. Modern air brakes
and heating units were installed
on the antique' cars to equip
them for heavy downtown traf-
fic.
By F.J.L Blasuiganie, MD
Sex Drive Drops
After Hysterectomy
0: Mrs. B. S. is dis-
tressed th.at her sex life
has deteriorated since she
had a hysterectomy some, 74 • months ago. She had un-
dergone this surgery be-
cause she thought that it
MEMORIAL GIFTS CHAIR- would result in an in-
MAN for Calloway County provement of her sex
drive,for the Kentucky Arthritis
Foundation is Mrs. Ronald L 
She asks for comment.
A: The manner in whichDanner, 1618 College Farm. you state your problemRoad, Murray, whoWd--- leads me to believe that
Memorial gifts for the foun-
dation will be received by
her at her home and an im-
mediate acknowledgment
will be made. Mrs. Danner is
the former Marietta 011ryan,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles A. O'Bryan of Bar-
dstown, and teaches music
for grades one through
twelve at Sedalia High
School. "Arthritis affects 50
million Americans and is the
nation's number one chronic
disease problem, and per-
sons can help provide care
today and a cure tomorrow
through a memorial gift at
any time during the year,"
Mrs. Danner said,
you and your husband may
have been having some
problems with sex prior to
your operation. You state
that you. "thought that it
would result in an
improvement" of your sex
drive.
You fail to mention what
other troubles you had that
required the removal of
your uterus. Most likely,
your surgeon discussed
these problems with you
prior to the operation. .
Often a hysterectomy is
followed by an improve-
ment of sexual enjoyment.
This can be due to the
relief of any previous pel-
vic pain or vaginal irrita-
tion. Also, the fear of preg-
nancy is removed by such
surgery.
Occasionally, a woman
may have a negative emo-
tional reaction to having
her womb ( uterus)
removed, especially if she
harbors the misconception
that removal of this organ
reduces her femininity, di-
minishes her sexual
appeal, or impairs her
ability to be a competent
sexual partner.
In truth, a woman who
has had her uterus re-
moved has no such irwair-
ments and should be able
to have comfortable and
enjoyable intercourse.
If you have not done so,
you should discuss your
problem freely with your
husband and your physi-
cian. He should examine
you if you are having any
local pain, soreness, or
discharge. If you are troll;
bled with any vaginal
dryness that is bothersome
at intercourse, he could
prescribe a cream or lubri-
cant that could be helpful.
More often than is gener-
ally recognized, an impair-
ment in one's sex life is the
result of some other subtle,
unrecognized problem in
family life, such as finan-
cial worries, tensions or
anxieties about a friend or
relative, or some source of
mental irritations or hostil-
ity, which may or may not
involve your husband.
If some such circum-
stance does exist, it is
preferable to discuss these
issues with your physician.
Such an airing will often
give prompt relief. Even
the recognition of the prob-
lem is helpful. If it is
severe or persistent, your
regular physician may
suggest that you consult a
psychiatrist. He may be
able to help to search out
the real cause of your
sexual problem and re-
move it so that- you can
again begin to enjoy a
healthy sex life.
The state of Wyoming gets its
name from Wyoming Valley,
Pa., where ai Indian massacre
took place. The word became
widely known through Camp-
bell's poem "Gertrude of
Wyoming." It means "large










2 - 8 X 10
2 - 5 X 7
10 WALLETS
Portraits will be delivered with
three weeks
NO LIMIT 3 BIG DAYS
DAYS: Thurs., Fri., Sat.
DATES: Mar. 30,31, Apr. 1





r: We use Kodak paper
Fora good look.
An offer that goes great
with our
ground roast flavor.
12-piece coffee & dessert service for only $995
1078 Fle•re
111118 It 1 1 8.01
Dessert setting
offer, $995
I enclose 59 95 and ar -,e/ seal from
an 8-oz tar (or any corntynat on Of inner
seals epual to 8 ounces i of Taster's
Choice t00% Freeze DT.ed Coffee
Regular Or Dec. atteinatecl
Send check or money Order payable to
Coffee & Dessert ServiZe
PO Boa 912






Offer expires June 30, 1978
•nd Di D, ii ,•••‘. ,..• •
ado. fweeks ,or Or,povnt MA. iond .rt A
and .1 ophe, 0to.t.el toted -.0•01,0 0, 4ro
mel Plettle Loaparm
noisy. Plod OW,. ,ve !CAM
-r
ilrfST-Z9S
This complete dessert service h ir ft tur. in
sparkling glassware from Fidenia Vetraria
of Italy. iya regular SI5 ‘alue. But Ni 011
can enjoy. it for _just S9.95 when you send
in the inner seAs from 8 ounces of
Taster's Choice' 10fr; Free/e-Dried
Coffee. Regular or Decaffeinated. !See
-order form below. I It's a Ofeill 1%;1\ to
serve up our delicious gts2und roast fla‘‘)r
and to make tempting desserts look c‘ en
more tempting.
STORE COUPON
ON A4-OZ. ORS-OZ. SIZE JAR OF
TASTER'S CHOICE ° 100% FREEZE-DRIED
COFFEE. REGULAR OR DECAFFEINATED.
TOME IMAM Tlin twee ad ralsone =vs Fe sesee sweet ykis Se
sesairerineve
ler isiviseer tilseivenies kemelera imiewileolle re me n
n noose Ma.
at MR Wee*
wee,soMeerkirl alt aneenWein, a ow whole WM:
renCilek im
Maio I, KO"nri ritilarairMy ended* COURTVW3
Wel runfterdna
LIMIT: ONE COUPON PEP JAR PURCMASED. EXPIRES SEPTEMBER 30.1978. 562151-3F 41CX
 " las ilia J














Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.
2. Notice

































letter 5 Man's name
18 Vessel 8 Rented
20 Pronoun 7 Spanish
22 Promontory article
24 Communists 8 s„ae
27 Competent 9 Partners
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Distr by nIted Feature Syndicate., lx.
.4 1k, X 1E"
2 Notice
tPit,'OME TAX SER-
VICE: "We search for
every legal deduction
and credit due you."
John Pasco, 753-5791,




bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking








negotiable. 9-5 call 753-








EMT preferred but will
train other applicants.
Contact manager, 511 N.
4th.
$100 + Weekly MailingDRIVING TO DETROIT, 3/28 1978 United Feature Syndicate Inc
Circulars!! MaterialsMichigan, April 3. Will 
Supplied, Immediatetake passenger to help II I COULD TAKE YOUR PLANS FOR A Income Guaranteed!with driving and ex- VEGETABLE GARDEN SERIOU5L1/4.( IF YOU Send Self-Addressedpense. Phone between 5- WOULD READ THAT SEED CATALOG Stamped Envelope:7, 759-1888.







be submitted by 12




submitted by 12 noon
the day before
publication.
BIBLE FACTS INC. "To
every thing there is a
season, and a time to
every purpose under the
heaven." Ecclesiastes
3:L The time te start
serving God is now. If
you are having trouble
doing this, you are not
applying Matthew 72:37
in full. For that is the
only way in which you
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Antietam mid Raters at
Wholesale Pries. Complete la-





5 lost And Foui7r1





with orange spots. Call
Allen Russell, 753-2832
after 5 p.m.
LOST SPARE tire and
wheel between Murray
Masonic Lodge Building
and Murray on, Thur-
sday night. Reward. Ila




operator - day shift.
Apply in person, Ky.
Candy Co., Almo.
PART TIME take in-
ventory in local stores.
Car necessary. Write
phone number, ex-
perience to ICC, 189 Box
304, Paramus, NJ 07652.
NO, OLMER, WHALES VERq
SELDOM COME UP ON
SkORE AND ATTACK LeOU__






























, ALL 7,405E PHONE" CALL5
COLONEL OUR UNKNOWN
1 A CALL COMMANDER '
! ow THE












and health. Stock saving
plan. Two weeks
vacation. Send resume













Ky. area with leading
feed company. College
degree preferred but not
required. Send resume
to Box 1921, Henderson,
Ky. 42420.
TWO EXPERIENCED
cooks, one morning, one
evening shift. Steady
work, medium wage.
Plus good bonus for
above average help.
Apply 474-2259 for ap-
pointment.
WANTED LADY to live in
and care for elderly
lady. Call 753-1841 or 753-
3911.
EXPERIENCED MALE
for green house work.












Center, 7th and Maple.
SALESPERSON, ex-
perience preferred.
Apply in person to
Verpons, Olympic Plaza
from 9 to 9.
MIDDLE AGE
housekeeper 4 days
week. 9 a.m.-5 p.-fn.
Must be dependable and
willing to assume all
household respon-





in sales for full time
position. Must be neat,
personable and willing




real future for ambitious
people. Could be part
time. Call 759-1370.
MAKE $1.25 per plate
selling Engraved Metal
Social Security Plates.



















hours a week. No
phone calls. Apply in
person. Do not apply
from 11-2 or 5-8.
10 Business Opportunity
BUILDING FOR lease.
Nice 1600 sq. ft. building
on court square. Very
reasonable lease. Call
53-3939.
14. ;Nan t To Buy
15 Articles For Sale
LUMBER, cherry maple,
oak, poplar, etc. Air
dried long period of








$12.50 a rick. Call 437-
4731.
RICOH 35 mm automatic
camera. $100 or best
offer. Approximately 10
years old. Bought new in
1969. Call 753-2543 ask
for Kenneth.
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill




dinette set. Brown and
green, $50. Call 753-0198.
DOUBLE SIZE BRASS
bed. Antique. Call 753-
5532.
G.E. SIDE BY SIDE
refrigerator-freezer.
With automatic ice
maker. Only 2 years old.
Top condition. $350 or







mirror. Like new. $175.
Call 489-2514.
FEATH BEDS - new
higher prices for feather





of beds. Will pickup.
THREE POINT hitch and
disc plow for M Farmall
tractor. Call 753-7386.
WANTED WHITE oak
and walnut veneer. Will
buy cut or standing,













tape display racks. See
at J and B Music, 753-
7575.
CRAFTSMAN 10" radial
arm saw. Very good
con all 753-
WEED EATERS, model
507. $43.99. Roto shear
model 2201, $36.50.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
TILLERS chain drive, 5
h.p. B and S engine.
$199.95. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
SORRY SAL is now a
merry gal. She used




home of "Wishing Well
Gift Shop."
FOUR LARGE plate
glass picture windows in
aluminum frames with
screens. Three 9'6"
wide, 5'4" high, one 8'6"
wide, 5'4" high. In good
condition. Ideal for
green house or sun
porch, etc'. Call 753-5195.
_1956-DODGE, bought new
in Murray. Good con-
.. dition. $600. 1974
Motorcycle C-60 tndura
trail bike, $250. White
male minifiture poodle,
6 months old, $50. Call
489-2275 before 3 p.m.
55 GALLON DRUMS,
Thornton Tile and
Marble, South 9th. Call
WASHER, dryer and
dishwasher. Call 492-
8640 after 5 p. m.






table and chairs. 72 in.
long, 42 in. wide with
drclfleafe, formica top




for bunk bed, like new.
Call after 5 p.m. 753-
5653.
19 Farm Eauipment
SIX ROW sprayer, 2 row
Ford planter, spreader,
three 12" plows, two row
cultivator, disc 7', two
row roto hoe. Call 753-
7244 after 6:30.
180 MASSEY F'erguson
diesel tractor with roll





tractor. Also 14' boat
and trailer with 20 h.p.
Mercury motor. Call
489-2490. ---
W IN NEED of new or
used farm equipment.
Murray Ford Tractor
has it. Call 753-9482 or
759-4895.
'SUPER C TRACTOR
with all equipment. 18




Crusader II. 25' cruiser.
Fully equipped. Less
than 50 hours. Like new
inside and out. Calkin's
tandem trailer. $13,995.
No sales tax. Call 1-815-
397-3927, Jim Nelson,
Rockford, Ill.
FOR SALE - Ensign
bass boat. Trailer, 40 h.




Crusader II. 25' cruiser.
Fully equipped. Less
than 50 hours. Like new
inside and out. Calkin's
tandem trailer. $1395.




boat. 20 h.p. Johnson
motor. Paris Line
trailer. Shakespeare
trolling motor. Call 753-
9265', 'after Vp.m.
16 FT. CATAMARAN sail
-boat, Tt ft. mast with
main and jib sail. Call
753-1362, 753-3125 or 753-
4029.
BASS BOAT, 1974




well, big wheel trailer.








after 4:30 p.m. 753-2475.
"FUNMACHINE,
BALDWIN organ. Fun
for the whole family.
Lonardo Piano Co.















Avoid Costly lloaw Repay
Kelly's Termite
Li Pest Control
liras ssensol sod worsiel rear
seam Os ass aastesset inslejse
fisisimil.







LAWN MOWERS 34 h.p.













27 Mobile Home Sales
TWO BEDROOM house
trailer on three acres of
land. Furnished. $13,500.
Call 1-354-8772.
24 X 54 MOBILE home..
Furnished. Call 753-6660
between 8 and 5 p. m.
ask for Gary.
1974 PENTHOUSE
mobile home, 12 x 52.




expando living room, all
built-ins. Central heat
and air. Call 753-9969 or
753-7261.
1974 BAYWOOD 12 X a 2





29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM trailer,
12 X 50. Shady Oaks
Trailer Ct. Call 489-2533.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for








SQ. FT. office space.
Gas heat and air con-
dition. Half block off
Court House Square.
Call 753-9537 after 5 p.m.
BUILDING for rent on
North 641 Highway for
garage or body shop.
Call 753-5618,
31 Want To Rent
WANT TO RENT - 3 or 4
bedroom house. Prefer
to be in or near town.




WANTED TO RENT row cm
screw mad tobacco Moe.
Soad mimosasis Sea 32 V.
32 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED, one or 2
bedroom, married
couples and singles only.
Zimmerman Apart-
ments, South 16th, 753-
6609.







cow. Good condition in
every way. Call 753-5526.
38 Pets Supplies
FREE - PART















March 31st at 1 p.m. 302
West 7th Street, Benton,
Ky. Will sell one lot of
hand shop and garden
tools, lawn mowers, odd










Green Acres, 121 South.
YARD SALE Saturday,
March 25. 10 a. m. at
Hazel, Ky. At Joe
Dobbins borne. Lot of
antique dishes and what-
nots, some furniture.
YARD SALE - Friday
and Saturday 9 a. m. - 6





and ends. Fox Meadows
Trailer Park,
HALF PRICE rummage'
sale on all clothing,
shoes, purses, etc.
Saturday Bargain Barn,
13th and Main, 9 a. m. -3
p.m.
YARD SALE, Saturday,
March 25 not held if
rains) 8:00 - ?. Mahan





112 ACRES with ap-
proximately one-third
mile blacktop highway
frontage for sale. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222.
BIG HOME HOME -
BIGGER BUY - Large 4
bedroom, 3 bath home
on private one acre
tract, 41/2 miles from
Murray. Almost 3000
square feet" of living
area in this home which
has extra large rooms
and large 2 car garage.





staying with sale of
home. Priced well below
replacement cost - only
$45,000. Phone us today
for more information.
























































































ARE LOW ON CASH-
we'll arrange the terms
on this well maintained
two bedroom brick with






ZONED R-4 or B-2?
Need a lot for multiple
housing? Need property
for offices; restaurant,
drug store, retail sales,
or consumer services?
We have listed properly
zoned properities
located north, south,
east for these permitted







With The Frier1W±, 1
GA TESBORO RESI-
DENTIAL LOT. 120'




to sell quickly $4,950.
-Boyd Majors Real
tstate-, 105 N. 12th.
PROUDLY we rave about






freezer, two full baths,
restful patio area with
private brick wall.
Statel bricked columns
bring you into the drive
to a double garage with
automatic openers...
Just listed. .Call Now.
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
753-1492.
'LISTING NEEDED ON EARNS IN
TM AREA











ILE 244%. IN" 31:0
43 Rea Estate





with this frame home
located only 2 blocks
from court square.
Property is zoned B3
and 'could easily be
converted to offices or







1222 for more in-
formation.
Purdom & Thurman -





special lot to build on
this spring? Look .no
further! Located in
lovely Canterbury
Estates we have an ideal
lot for a split level. Take
a look at this lot located
at 1514 Oxford Drive
then call Linda Drake,
753-0492 or come by our
office for further
details. Be ready to
build this spring.  John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
505 Main St. 753-0101 or
753-7531.
Exclusive listingl 170$
Melrose. Extra mice *roe
OR twit balk brick. Al
reams large. large Patio.
Al beift-*s including Cant.
Yeamint. Pate entry ball &
carpet tbreegibeat. Central
beat A sir. Deality neigh-
borhood. $441,000.
lemitifel building sites en
His 120 acre farm wit% lets
of highway frontage. Tbis is
e highly preilective farms
wit* 92 tendable acres,
completely fenced, stock
peed, Isar*, also tobacco
bases mud berm. Al this
located in Tecker-Gariand
Rd. only minoes from




Warehouse space available, CHEAPER than
owning your own, PLUS; no utilities, insurance,
taxes or maintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTION







This week another load from St. Louis. Tall oak
bed, old kitchen cabinet, office desk, camel back
trunk, square oak center table, dining chairs, lot of
old glass and disheiv Lots more
James L Travis # 278
Auctioneer
1976 Honda CJ 360 Super Sport, Excellent
Condition - $695
1976 Honda CB550 F Super Sport, Low
mileage, clean - $1,295
1975 HondEA100 Extra Nice, 2,800
miles -
1974 Honda C11360. Extended front end,
Lucas Quartz lights, excellent cond.
8,000 miles - $1195
1973 Honda CB450, -disc brake, double
overhead cam, nice - $649
1973 Honda CB350F, 4 cylinder, good
mechanical cond. - $595
1973 Honda CB350_Z, 4 cylinder, e im-
maculate,..,Wles. Fairing, Jar-
dine, 4 intoMWaust - $795
Honda CB125, street bike, we sold it new
last year - $395
1974 Yamah : a , 60 cc street bike)
looks alin ,,,,. 011. - 250.
4. Overby Honda
1111 S 4th 153-4092
43 Real Estate 45 Farms For Sale 47. Motorcycles
KOPPERU REALTY
has five full-time sales
professionals - to assist
you in Real Estate
matters. If you have a
question regarding any
phase of real estate
activity, give us a call at
753-1222, or stop by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main. We at
Kopperud Realty want







With The Friendly Touch"
WANT YOUR OWN
BUSINESS??? Here
is an opportunity to
be your own boss in a
thriving restaurant.




Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
GET READY for the
Lake with this 3
bedroom, 2 bath jeWel.
Located in Lakeway
Shores. This is ideal for
year round living but
priced as though it were
a weekend cottage at
only, $22,500. Nelson





Call The Nelson Shroat
Co. We have it, We will
locate it, or it can't be
had. Remember you
come first at Nelson
Shroat Co. Realtors, 759-
1707.
IGuy Spann Realty"YOU, Rey PeopleIn Real Estate"753-7724901 Sycamore Murray, Ky.
SAY HELLO TO A GOOD
BUY! Three bedroom
brick rancher near the
university. Lots of living
area in this fine home
with central air, large
den-and convenient floor
plan. Phone us right
away for more in-






sell. Reduced to $9,000.
A 4 or 5 bedroom house,
on lot 60 x 450 at 311 N.
7th. Can be made into 2
apartments. Just listed
the 9 acre Midway
Trailer Park with 15
hookups and an extra
nice 3 bedroom house all







With The Friendl Jou( h"
SPRING IS COMING
..: Let us show You
this 10 x 52 trailer
complete with fur-
niture in Panorama
Shores. 2 lots, water,
, underpinned, con-




Estate, 105 N. 12tb..-
45 Farms For Sale
BY OWNER - 75 acre




Lovely home see. Call
489-2779. •
mile North of 121 on
Graves and Calloway
County line. 1961
International 2 ton grain
truck.
SMALL FARM, large






farm, 7-room house with
3 bedrooms, utility room
and enclosed back
porch. 1 mile west of
Dexter. Two stock




between 130 p.m. - 10
16. Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM
BRICK home with
garage. 1 L2 baths.
Located in Westwood
Subdivision. Call 753-
5685 after 3:30 p.m.
'COUNTY ESTATE city
conveniences 2 miles
from city limits 3.3
acres of privacy.
Private lake. Beautiful
wooded park area, barn
suitable for horses, shop
and storage building,
large 2 bedroom. house,
fully carpeted lots of
closets and cabinets.
Contractor will expand
to 3 or 4 bedroom to your
specificat toms with
commitment. Priced in
low 40's. Call 753-9850.
NICE THREE bedroom
older model home with 2
acres. Three miles West




with bath. Utility and
large porch. Ready for
you to.move to your lot.
Call 498-8725.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
brick home for sale.
Near MSU. Priced in
mid 30's. Call after 5
p.m. 753-9751.
BY OWNER. Price ad-
justed for quick sale.
Two bedroom, vinyl
siding and vinyl trim.
No Painting.) Central
gas heat and air. Fully
carpeted, custom











1974 HONDA CB 750K-4
complete with fairing
and windshield. Crash
bar. Luggage rack, sissy




Road Bike Very strong prs
form:ince for 506 cc $.695 No
misprint full price only $695
OVERBY HONDA 753 4092
1974 750 HONDA Wind-
jammer Fairing. Four
into 1 exhaust. New tire.








1976 Model, Sold new Merck
1977 4 000 actual miles, har-
dly broken in Has win-
djammer fairing, saddlebags,
luggage rack us adiustable
beck rest Engine case guards,
cruise control An .nintaculate
luxury toxemia bike SAVE
$1,300 from price of similarly
emnpped new model. OVERBY
HONDA 753 4092
SUZUlt-il 1975. 550 GT.
Like new. Low mileage.




like new, 5,000 miles. Nes
woidiammor fairing engine




1977 Model 5000 miles, clean
U nem Cormier wheels dual
disc front broke disc rilr
broke 4 into 1 exheust SAVE
Only SI 750 OVERBY HONDA
753 4092
11173 HONDA 500 CC. 7,000
actual miles. New tires
and pipes. $650. Call 753-
3778 after 5 p.m.
1973 HONDA
C 8 150K
2 To choose from One holl 4
into one exhaust, 16 rear
wheel. Both adult owned,
both &L1000 Trade ins. $1095
t 51295. OVERBY HONDA
753-4092.
48. Automotive Sennce




each. Also jeep draw bar
with two inch ball hitch
and mounting kit. $.30.00.
Phone 753-5516.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
NICE 1970 NIONTE
CARLO. May be seen at
1308 Poplar or phone
after 5:30753-6781.
1967 EXTRA LARGE
school bus. Will make
excellent camper. Four
new tires. New exhaust
system. Will trade for
1969 pickup truck in
good condition or will
sell. Call 436-2216 or 753-







Buick. Silver mist blue.
With white vinyl top,






door. 1968 Buick Electra
225, 4 door. 1972
Plymouth station
wagon_ All have air, and





Slant six. 47,000 miles.
Call 753-9808 or 753-9114.
1966 PONTIAC Le Mans.




















Good condition. Call 753-
1262.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
FOR SALE: 1976
Chevrolet 4 wheel drive




tilt, AM-FM, 8 track.
Take over payments.
Call 753-6847.
1973 PORSCHE 914, 1.7
liter engine, excellent
gas mileage. AM-FM
radio. New 5 speed
transmission.
Removable top, low
mileage. Must sell. Call
753-0492.
1970 FORD Galaxie 500, 4
door, hardtop, $500. 1971
Dodge station wagon,
new tires, $500. 1968 Olds
2 door hardtop, $350.
McClure Garage, 401
South 5th Street. Call
day, 753-0170, night 753-
2675 ask for Mac or Ray.
1970' DATSUN B-510
station wagon. Tape
deck, luggage rack, new
battery. Call 437-4863.
1970 CUTLASS Supreme.
His and her gear shift.
Call 436-2407 after 2 p.m.,
1973 MONTE CARLO,
extra sharp. Call 753-









pottie. $1125. Call 753-
1566 or 753-4599.
1974 FORD Ranger truck,
black, power and air.
Sharp. Call 753-7791.
1976 DATSUN 280 Z, 4
speed, air, AM-FM,
22,000 Miles, silver and
black. Excellent con-
dition. 86150 or best
offer. Call 753-9571.
1972 TOYOTA Celica.
Low mileage. New tires.
-fall 759-1149.
1975 FOUR WHEEL drive
pickup, $2495. Call 753-
9482 or 759-4895.




Call 753-9482 or .759-4895.
1975 CHEVROLET, 4
wheel drive., 1976 Ford 4




steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas_ mileage.
Ashley wood stove















Fri. & Sat. 8-2:30
'Hair Cuts *Shaves
209 Walnut Street.'
Call this number after 5:00 to assure






50. Campers 51 Services Offered 51 Sewces Ofteied
WESTERN KY. Travel
Trailer Sales and Ser-
vice, Route 68 and 1-24,









197$ Pep-Dps sur off
Al said Gamper* new off
This applies to all Campers .
p:rchased before 4-1-76.
The only cure for Cabin Fever
is the outdoors and the best
way to enjoy the outdoors is
with a Starcraft Camper. Our
special prices make this
remedy easy to take.
Rank financing available.
While's Camper Sales





trimmed? . Call George
Landoll., 753-4707.
ALL TYPES beekhoe and
septic tank work. Field











FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.




Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN
IN by Sears save on
these high heat and
cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimates.





rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Also have





New Quality built 3 bedroom brick veneer. Lots
of cabinets and closets. 13,4 bath.- Wall to wall
carpet. Central air and heat pump. Concrete
drive. Call us today.
Fulton Young Realty
753-1333 -


























roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5 p.
m. or weekend.
l'OK YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work needs.
Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John Lane.








exterior. Also dry wall









white rock, lime, sand,
decorative rock. Also
free estimates on
parking lot or driveway.
Call Roger Hutison, 753-
4545 or 753-6763.
WILL DO BABYSITTING







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409-A. Paducah, Ky.































































gentle and loving with
children but is an ideal
watchdog. She will
make a perfect family
pet. Call 436,2591. •
[WALLIS DRUG
•PRISCRWT IONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
4
Floored and ready. Up to 12 z 24. Also barn style, offirts, cottages,
mobile home ad.ons, end patios, or U-BUIED, precut completely reedy
to assemble op to 24 o 60. Buy the best for less
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
CARLOS BLACK JR.. 4
PAINTING CO.
406 Sunbury Circle





In Skop. Spraying of Yard Fornitore-Shutters
Parking Lot Striping
No Job Too Large or Too Small
We Are Fully Insured
GLIDDEN PAINT
SALE
Dirt Bikes- - -
On & Off Road Bikes
1977 Honda 11125, On Sr Off Road Bike
$550
1973 Ronda 11175, Off Road, Knobbies,
Good Cond. $425
1973 Honda 11250, On & Off Road, Ex-
cellent conditon, 3900 miles. $595
1973 Honda hatiad Cond. $450
1973 Honda CR250, Motocrosser, nice $550
1975 Honda CR125 Ml, 148 cc Kit, Extra
Nice Dirt Bike $450
1975 Nodaka 125, Ex. Cond., Millloland
Shocks, Alloy Rims $450
1972 Yamaha 125, On & Off Road, Electric
Start, Extra Nice $395
1975 Honda XR75, 5 Speed Trans., 17"
Front.Wh_ er.1„ Ex. Cond. $325
1975 111440M, Average $265
1972 nide CT7,011,140peed, Looks and
Runs Lik(4,44rii4Ww. You'll have to
see it to believe it. $325
Honda CT70, Average Cond. $195
Honda Z50 Mini-Trail, several to choose
from. $75 to $225
Honda ATV° - 3 Wheeler, Extra Nice, and



















Prices effective thru April 2nd.
Quantity right reserved. Copynght 19711.
The Kr. Company
$129 ADVERT/SID ITEM POLICY
(Foch of these advertised items is riollalred
to be readily ovoilable for sole in each
Kroger store, except. as specifically noted in
this od. If we do run out of on advertised494 item we will offer you your choice of a
_comparable item, *hen available. reflecting
the Wee %tying' or a.nancitecir Mich moll
entitle you to purchase the adveritsed item




  302. PKG
89'
49'





p.:1[COST-CUTTER counqWORTH 304 OFF =,0,d the purchase of
a I lb pockoge of NMI


































FEATURE = T AMPAX .a$139 =
som TAMPONS Du I
1111m4Ithsew
9.,Ircost nano coy!osil 9 a!, j[COST omit courow]53091cosi-CuWii ----------- c UTTER C/10.01_11 9,,,c,„T cum. co...1 ,45:






$099 IMO wwfli coupw Ism/ 00n4
Noodles & ammo fr.
or. Noodles &Cream
= BETTY CROCKER =




Everything you buy at Kroger is guoranteed
for your total sat sfoctionvAegardless 0 t
manufocturer if you ore not sotisfiid
Kroger will realm* your item with the some
p-Heovid or a comparable broad or refund you,















BOUM SWAY , MIST DOG Olt
Sandwich Buns 1 CT.
DOM












U .S.D . A . Geode 'A'





























DOM 110111111TTLI 00 MITT1111111
Texas Style Biscuits 4 1201.CAM $ 1
MAU 100 OS POT
Tea Bags 1"41.$ 1 59
110111.A1 01 LO-CAL
Kroger Dressings 11.-3 94
Black Pepper 4% 69'
Crocker im Nosaks z1( Betty Crocker = :7r Embassy :7' WORTH iS4 OFF = F4111174mrns Odor
— BIM BERRY =
= MUFFIN MIX =—




••1 mo rm. o 32oz prof
MN mpg
= isv.oz.7 1 C = Isoz. $459 2 16412.OM im sox









.M.MS amMI M. MIIwo win ww ans with this coupon Limit one im 1,80 with this coupon. Limit one MOwith fixis coupon Limo one 1" = with this coupon. Limit cm emme ma with this coupon. Limit me. — with this coupon. unlit one. — uni
10X5 I







 ITS 69'6 02
 JAI 7943201



















MONEY SAVERS FOR HOME a FAMILY
1202. POWN1 Olt





'TRAC II BLADES . img $1"
OISPOSAKI
BIC LIGHTERS . . 2 1011 1
Cc:9e'
RIG. OR SUPIR





U .S.D. A . Choice Roof
RIB
EYES





























si 79 AvailableFl.l  ,   s  it. Thurs., Onlys. ; si 99
. lb
FRESH SEA SCALLOPS u.s3.99
•
P I EC OST-CU TT E R COUPON] I

















with this coupon ara 510 00 purchase excluding ;terns prohibited by with this coupon odd $10.00 purchase excluding items prohibited by
IIMIN law and addition to the cost of coupon merchandise Subject to 11111.1 law and addition to the cost of coupon merchandise Subtect to
um applicable taxes Limit one Expores April 2ndappliceble taxes. limit one. Expires April 2nd
'uIIIUIUIIs 10 PURCHASE ENTITLES YOU TO REDEEM BOTH COUPONS 111111
NMI BUT
Early Juae Peas 3 144  89'
JOAN Of A/C












so' toward the purchase of me▪ — SIGNAL
MO M.
SIB • = MOUTHWASH
S.
= = KROGER FRESH = =
Et Expires April 2nd. ...17 M Expires April 2nd Expires April 2nd
PACK PICKLES ••• m.
ms Expres April lad =I.' am Expires April 2tel =
OPEN 24 HOURS Except from Midnight Sat.to 8 am Sunday ....
am am, IMB 
NM
